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TOWARDS AN EVOLUTIONARY SEMIOTICS:
THE EMERGENCE OF NEW SIGN-FUNCTIONS
IN ORGANISMS AND DEVICES
Peter CARIANI
Eaton Peabody Laboratory, Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary
Boston, USA
Abstract
Signs, symbols, and signals are essential to the survival and evolution of all complex functional
organizations that utilize "information." We discuss basic semiotic relations inherent in signalling
systems (communication), scientific models (epistemology), adaptive devices (control), and
biological organisms (construction). For each of these different functional realms, basic syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic relations are outlined. An evolutionary semiotics seeks to explain how
new semiotic relationships can evolve over time. New signalling channels appear in
communications systems by the construction of new ways of sending and detecting signals; new
observables appear in scientific models through the physical construction of new measuring
devices; new "feature primitives" emerge in devices through adaptive construction of sensors.
These physical construction and selection processes have analogues in biological evolution. We
discuss the crucial role that symbols play in living organizations (the central role of DNA in the
self-production of the organism) and in the evolutionary process (inheritability of plans). "Semiotic
evolution" and the "semiotics of evolution" thus point us in a common direction, towards a unified,
"evolutionary semiotics."
Keywords: Semiotics, biosemiotics, cybernetics, scientific models, adaptive systems,
evolutionary robotics, functional emergence, self-reproducing automata, genetic codes

1. Towards a theory of symbols
Signs, symbols, and signals are basic to our existence on many organizational levels, from the
biological to the psychological to the social. The ‘semiosphere’, the realm of symbolicallymediated processes, envelopes and incorporates us at every turn (see papers by Hoffmeyer,
Umerez, Exteberria, and Joslyn in this volume; Hoffmeyer, 1997). Symbolic nucleotide sequences
lie at the root of our biological organizations, neural pulse codes subserve the coherent functional
organizations in our brains that permit us to think, while the symbol sequences of our languages
afford the complex communications that make human society possible. Semiotic concepts,
properly developed, are critical for a deep understanding of the organization of life, the functioning
of the brain, and the functional organization of the observer.
This paper presents some of the basic semiotic concepts that are needed in order to understand
how symbols function in signalling systems, scientific models, adaptive devices, and biological
self-production systems. Using these concepts, we will outline how the symbol-functions in these
respective kinds of systems can evolve over time.

In: Evolutionary Systems. Edited by G. Van de Vijver, S. Salthe, M. Delpos.
Dordrecht, Holland: Kluwer. 359-377, 1998.
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The conceptual framework that will be used here incorporates ideas from theoretical biology,
cybernetics, general systems theory, information theory, and semiotics. Its foundations come most
directly from the work of theoretical biologists Howard Pattee and Robert Rosen on fundamental
problems of living organization: what kinds of functional organizations define "life", what roles
genetic "codes" play in such organizations, what constitutes biological "information”, and what
makes the the emergence of qualitatively new functions possible. Theoretical biology and
biological cybernetics have long concerned themselves with the means by which "modelling
relations" might be embedded in material systems and how these relations might evolve over time
(in other words, how an evolutionary epistemology grounded in the concrete organism or device is
possible). Extensive parallels have been drawn between the operational structure of the scientific
model, involving measurements, formal computations, and physical constructions, and that of
informational processes in biological organisms (Pattee, 1982; Pattee, 1985; Rosen, 1985;
Kampis, 1991b; Kampis, 1991a; Rosen, 1991). In my own work in this field, I have strived 1) to
analyze the modelling relations in terms of the semiotic framework of Morris (Morris, 1946) 2) to
connect these abstract modelling relations with classes of physical adaptive devices that can be
built, 3) to outline the inherent epistemic capabilities and limitations of these device classes, 4) to
formulate a set of operational definitions sufficient to recognize modelling relations in natural
systems, and 5) to apply these operational tests to an observer-based theory of functional
emergence (Cariani, 1989; Cariani, 1992a). The result has been to construct a biosemiotic,
biocybernetic framework that is grounded in the material organism/device, and centered on the
limited observer. The general perspective is not far from the biologically-grounded epistemology
of von Uexküll (Uexküll, 1926), and the operationalist, pragmatist philosophies of Mach,
Bridgman, Dewey, and Bohr (Murdoch, 1987). It is hoped that this framework can provide
additional linkages between theoretical biology and biological cybernetics on one hand and the field
of biosemiotics on the other. Biosemiotics has evolved from the study of animal communication to
more general considerations of biological codes (see Nöth, 1990; Anderson and Merrell, 1991;
Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok, 1991; Emmeche, 1994; Nöth, 1994; Hoffmeyer, 1997; Uexkull et al,
1993) for entry-points into the field), such that the gaps between these fields appears to be
narrowing as time goes on.
2. Functional relations: syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics
It is useful at the outset to define what a sign is and what kinds of relations that it can have with
other signs and the world at large. Every sign conveys a distinction (a "difference"), and every
sign system utilizes sets of distinctions in order to achieve some purpose. Any object, event, or
state-of-affairs can serve as a sign as long as it can be "recognized if it occurs again"1 and
distinguished from other signs. Thus signs are above all functional entities that are bound up in the
functional organization of an informational system. In effect, they are the operational states of that
system. For the sake of simplicity, we will discussion sign-systems with discrete, well-defined
sign-distinctions, leaving iconic, analog processes for other discussions.2 Such distinctions must
incorporate at least two alternative distinguishable sign-states, and in order to be useful, a
distinction has to have consequences beyond its mere recognition; in Bateson’s terms, it must be a
"difference that makes a difference." While a sign-distinction is physically described in terms of a
switch (Pattee, 1973), the description of switching by itself does not capture the sign’s functional
role – the manifold effects it has on the world and the purposes it serves.
Signs can engage in several basic kinds of functional, informational transactions, both within
the sign-system itself and between the sign system and the external world (Figure 1). A sign can
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have rule-governed relations to other signs in the system (syntactics), it can have linkages to the
world outside the system (semantics), and through its use advance or retard the purposes of those
who use it (pragmatics).
Charles Morris first introduced this tripartite set of sign-relations: “...pragmatics is that portion
of the semiotic which deals with the origin, uses, and effects of signs within the behavior in which
they occur; semantics deals with the signification of signs in all modes of signifying; syntactics
deals with combinations of signs without regard to their specific significations or their relation to
the behavior in which they occur. When so conceived, pragmatics, semantics, and syntactics, are
all interpretable within a behaviorally oriented semiotic, syntactics studying the ways in which
signs are combined, semantics studying the signification of signs, and so the interpretant behavior
without which there is no signification, pragmatics studying the origin, uses, and effects of signs
within the total behavior of the interpretants of signs. The difference does not lie in the presence or
absence of behavior but in the sector of behavior under consideration. The full account of signs
will involve all three considerations” (Morris, 1946, p. 219; see also Nöth, 1990).
Syntax can be conceived as the set of operationally-deterministic rules which govern the
manipulation of signs. A syntactic operation is one in which only the sign's operational state –
itstype – determines the outcome of the procedure (i.e. the manifold material properties of the sign
are irrelevant except as they contribute to the recognition of type). Since type is an undifferentiated,
unitary property, and the operation's outcome depends only on this property, there can be but one
successor state for every predecessor state. All truly syntactic operations thus consist of rules, i.e.
"operationally determinate" transitions between operational states that depend solely upon the typeidentities of other operational states. In effect all physically-realizable syntactic systems are
describable in terms of chains of these transitions, i.e. they are formally equivalent to deterministic
finite-state automata. All formal procedures and computer programs are purely syntactic
operations, wherein the application of the rules governing the manipulation of the signs does not
depend upon their "meaning" only upon their symbol type.3
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Semantics concerns those aspects of signs associated with "meaning," here taken as the linkage
between signs on one hand and objects or states of affairs in the world on the other (i.e. "external
semantics"). In its broadest sense semantics is the relation of signs to the world beyond the signsystem, encompassing the manifold consequences which flow from their use, both from the world
to the sign (measurement, sensing) and from the sign to the world (action). In contrast to the
determinate operational structure of syntactic rules (computations), measurement (sensing) has a
contingent structure in which an initial ("null", "reset" or "reference") state transits to one or more
successor states (Figure 2). Multiple possiblilities are collapsed to one outcome,4 thereby reducing
the uncertainty of the system's subsequent trajectory. The distinction between computation and
measurement is therefore that of the (logically) necessary and the (empirically) contingent, between
the analytic and the synthetic.
Sometimes the semantics of a sign can be distinguished according to the directionality of the
sign-world relation. If interaction with the world determines the sign-state, then the relation is one
of "measurement". Similarly, if the directionality flows from the sign to an effect in the world, the
relation is one of "action". Syntactic processes in percept-action systems allow particular signs
involved in either perception or action to be separated so as to enable their flexible coordination (all
possible percept-action mappings). In effect, this decoupling allows for a sign to have a
unidirectional semantics, with some signs devoted to measurement (receptor states), others those
devoted to action (effector commands), and still others devoted to the coordination of these two
semantic sign-types.
Pragmatics is concerned with questions of why particular meanings and syntactic conventions
are useful, how they fit into the purposes of symbol-using agents. For human communication this
involves what goals or desires an utterance facilitates, why it is useful in a given context.
Pragmatics and semantics have often been conflated, but they should not be if purposes are
fundamentally distinct from percepts and actions. The linkage of the word "snow" to some
particular state of water or weather condition does not tell us why it is useful to have such a linkage
(e.g. to communicate whether skiing is possible or flying is advisable), nor does the utility of
having a sign for snow determine what that particular sign-world relation will be. While syntactics
deals with determinate, rule-governed relations between signs, and semantics deals with
contingent, interaction-dependent relations of signs to the world, pragmatics deals with the
relations of signs to their intended purposes. Syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic thus are
complementary kinds of semiotic relations that a given sign may or may not possess. Uninterpreted
formal systems have only syntactics, but they can acquire semantic and pragmatic linkages if their
human users provide particular interpretations for their signs, and use them for a particular
purpose.
The complementarity of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic relations means that each provides a
different mode of explanation for why
determinate
contingent
state-transitions
state-transitions
things behave as they do. These semiotic
relations can be related to Aristotelian sign
1
sign 1
reference
modes of explanation, the “four causes”
sign 4
state
(Graham, 1987; cf. van de Vijver, this
sign 2
volume; Minch, this volume). Behaviors sign2
explained in terms of syntactic operations
sign 5
sign 3
are formal causes, those explained in terms sign
3
of semantic operations are material causes
(because the contingent action of a sensor
computation
measurement
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is explainable only in terms of its specific material semantic sign
sign states
interactions), and those explained in terms of category
type of
# intervals
pragmatic operations are final causes (teleologies).
intervals
in burst
Those explained by the action of a semiotic agent on
in
burst
some other agent or object are efficient causes. Thus
city
burst with
1: London
constructed, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic
short intervals 2: Tokyo
operations involve independent aspects of a sign( I1)
3: New York
system that demand different modes of explanation.
weather
burst with
1: clear
Given the triad of semiotic relations, an
long intervals 2: cloudy
(I2)
3: rain
"evolutionary semiotics" asks how a "sign" becomes
4: snow
a "symbol", i.e. how new semiotic relations come
into being ("semiogeneisis"). This involves both how
existing relations are adaptively altered by experience ("learning"), and how new sign-distinctions
themselves might arise de novo ("functional emergence").
3. The semiotics of signalling
A simple schematic of a signalling system illustrates the semiotic triad (see (Miller, 1951)). A
signal-code is shown in Figure 2, while the mappings of the signs and their states to situations in
the world, their external semantics, are given in the table. The decoder of such a signal is assumed
to be capable of distinguishing inter-pulse intervals, and pulse-bursts are identified as a succession
of similar intervals. Intra-burst intervals encode the categories of alternatives while the number of
pulse-intervals in a burst encodes the specific alternatives.
The syntax of this system is described by the rules that bursts must alternate between those
containing long and short intervals and that each burst of long intervals is preceded by a burst of
shorter intervals with which it is associated.
(i.e. a "non-grammatical" message would
I1
I2
I1
I2
be a string of bursts with only short
intervals).
The semantics of the system are that N 3
1
4
3
bursts of short intervals (I1) refer to cities,
while bursts of longer intervals (I2) refer to weather conditions. The pragmatics of this signalling
system involve its function to inform travelers of weather conditions in the cities involved. The
particular message shown [(3,4)(1,3)] translates as "snow in New York and rain in London". The
syntactic structure requires a means of parsing the signal and associating the signs properly.
Without syntax, the message would be ambiguous, and it would be necessary to make a
distinguishable sign for each of the 12 global message possibilities.
Semantic linkages require reporters (humans or instruments) making observations about the
weather in each place. Without semantics, the message would have no empirical connection to
what is going on in the world. Here the pragmatics relate to how the use of the sign-system
furthers the purposes of those who use it (both senders and receivers of signals). While the
syntactics (e.g. signal structure) and semantics (e.g. which cities, which weather conditions) are
related to the purposes of the users, by virtue of their design, the syntactic rules and the semantic
linkages should not be conflated with the purposes which they subserve (analytic conventions ≠
empirical information ≠ desires).
Traditionally, information theory did not deal with the creation of new signalling channels, but
an evolutionary account of this signalling-system could do so. This would involve describing how
the particular sign-distinctions (pulses, bursts, intervals) arose (pulse-coded transmitters and
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receivers were most available),
"Consequent of
how the particular semantic
the image"
Predictive model
linkages came to be established
Initial
Predicted result
Formal rules
Conditions
(reporters with instruments
Observed result
(Syntactic)
were stationed at each city), and
"Image of the
how the system relates to the
Choice of predictive
consequent"
purposes of its users (so that
model and measuring
measure
measure
Encoding
devices is up to the
travelers could pack appropriate
user, related to what
(Semantic)
clothing). One could then also
s/he desires to predict
explain how new
sign(Pragmatic)
distinctions
might
arise
Physical laws
(perhaps, pulses of different
World
World
t
amplitude), how new semantic
t
1
2
linkages might be formed
(reporters could add thermometers to their repertoire and link their temperature readings to the new
distinction of pulse-height), and how the pragmatics might change (the user suddenly wants to
predict crop failures).
4. The semiotics of scientific models
The semiotic structure of scientific models sheds light on the functional organization of
observers and their epistemic relations to the world. Helmholtz, Hertz, and Mach a century ago
made explicit the relationships between observations and predictions that constitute the functional
correspondences of the symbols in scientific models with events in the world (Cassirer, 1955). In
Hertz's scheme, the "commutation diagram" shown in Figure 4, a model must have two parts: 1) a
set of measuring devices which, through their interactions with the world, generate a set of signs
("pointer readings") which constitute the "initial conditions" and 2) a mathematical algorithm which
takes the initial conditions and generates a prediction. The measuring devices form the bridge
between the mathematical part and the undifferentiated world outside the sign-system. Here the
model functions not as a mirror of the world, but as a transformation whose detailed structure may
not even be completely understood, since the sign-distinctions in the model need not share
similarities or even identifiable correspondences with the world (von Helmholtz).
Once the modelling relation is described in operational terms, the semiotic relations inherent in
its functional organization become immediately apparent. The formal, mathematical part is
described completely in terms of rule-governed syntactic operations on signs, while the
measurement part is described in terms of semantic relations between the signs and the physical
world. The measuring devices realize the "observables" and the "initial conditions" for the formal
model. The model is evaluated by carrying out measurements under two sets of distinguishable
situations or experimental arrangements (i.e. "prepared states"), often differing only in time or in
space. One of the measurement outcomes is used the initial state of the formal procedure which
produces a sign as its output (prediction). The sign generated by the formal part is then compared
with the sign generated by the other measurement. If the two always agree, then the model
effectively predicts the outcome of the other measurement. To the extent that predictions and
measurements diverge, the model becomes less predictive, less reliable in anticipating the outcome
of the second measurement, hence less useful to the user. Thus pragmatic relations are described in
terms of what predictive goals are achieved with the model.
Scientific models evolve when predictions do not match observations. When the two signs do
not correspond, the user has several choices: 1) change the formal part of the model (Δ syntactics),
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2) change the observables by altering the measuring devices (Δ semantics), or 3) redefine one's
desires/goals (Δ pragmatics). In practice we readily adopt the first solution, less readily the second,
and seldom the third (i.e. decide to change what we are trying to predict).
Altering model algorithms and/or observables is an adaptive process, in Spencer’s terms "the
adjustment of inner to outer relations," i.e. a change in the internal structure that leads to better
performance vis-a-vis the external environment. In general, adaptivity requires plasticity of
structure coupled with some means of evaluating the performance of the given structure and some
means of altering the structure contingent upon that evaluation. When our models don't work
properly, we choose to alter algorithms first because it is relatively easy and cheap to perform a
different computation, and the set of alternative computations is known to us. Changing the
observables, on the other hand, means physically altering the sensors, which can be harder to do
and more expensive. Worse still, the set of possible measurements is ill-defined in a way that the
set of possible (operationally realizable) computations is not -- we may not understand what
physical sensor parameters or measurement conditions need to be altered. In the worst case
alteration of model algorithms and observables can be carried out using blind variation, and those
configurations that yield better predictions can be selected. This process of structure change,
evaluation, and selection is a pragmatic operation, because it is driven by the goals implicit in the
evaluative process. Thus the structure of the model evolves through the action of both the
observer's mutational-constructional capabilities and the selective pressures brought to bear by the
observer's goals.
From this example and through experience, it is obvious that these operations (measurement,
computation, evaluation) are independent and complementary. One cannot make measurements and
gain empirical information solely by carrying out syntactic operations on tokens (computations);
minimally to use computation to predict the state of the world one needs initial conditions, and
these must be measured. Similarly one cannot carry reliably out computations using procedures
which themselves are contingent upon events in the environment (e.g. if the output of one's
computer depended on the amount of car traffic on the streets nearby). By grouping together
unreliable elements, one can make more reliable assemblages of elements (a la von Neumann), but
then the functional states of the assemblage are no longer contingent on environmental fluctuations.
Finally, one cannot create new predictive goals by simply performing computations or by simply
making measurements; while an evaluation is a contingent process like a measurement, unlike a
measurement, evaluations alter the structure of the modelling relation itself (“feedback to
structure”) rather than simply changing a particular predictive
outcome.
Syntactic Axis

Si
Semantic Axis

5. The semiotics of artificial devices
The semiotics of the modelling relation in science can be
extended to incorporate organisms and devices that sense the
world and act on it contingent upon what they sense. While
scientific models are externalizations of the structure of the
individual observer, modelling relations are also embedded in the
internal structure of individual organisms and devices. Sensory
organs and sensors correspond to measuring devices, while
coordinative parts of organisms and devices (nervous systems,
computational parts) correspond to formal, predictive algorithms.
While modelling relations include only measurements and
computations, organisms and devices also act directly on the
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world through effector organs. Effector organs convert signs into action on the material world
(labelled "control" in the figures). Thus the basic informational operations of signs (semiotic
functionalities) present in organisms and devices can be described in terms of measurement
(sensing), computation (coordination), and effecting (action) (Uexküll, 1926; Cariani, 1989; Nöth,
1990). We will touch on several kinds of devices here: computers, robots, trainable machines, and
those which construct their own sensors (for fuller discussions see (Cariani, 1989; Cariani, 1992a;
Cariani, 1992b; Cariani, 1993)). The semiotic organization of organisms is more difficult to assess
and discuss, primarily because the nature of the informational operations performed by nervous
systems are presently very poorly understood and may simultaneously involve more than one kind
of operation.5 We are still at the stage where we must make analogies to artifacts whose
functioning we understand.
Purely computational device
The semiotic of the digital computer, absent its human user
and any sensors or actuators, consists solely of syntactic
final
initial
computation
state
state
operations (Figure 5). Physically-realized computational
symbolic
devices operate only on signs, and are describable in terms of
finite state automata. Thus each total machine state of the user specifies input
user interprets
output state
on the basis of
device leads to a unique successor state -- what the user does
and acts on
acquired information
environment
is to load into the machine a program and initial conditions
about the world
if necessary
("data"), and let the machine run from state to state until a
nonsymbolic
terminal state (or sequence) is reached. In order for a computer
or formal system to solve a real world problem, the situation
environment
must first be encoded into symbolic form by a programmer
who has independent access to the real world. Those problems
which cannot be effectively encoded into a symbolic notation cannot be solved by computer
(Dreyfus, 1979).
Computing devices cannot implement modelling relations because they cannot make
measurements. Neither can they act on the world by performing computations; some sorts of
effectors are needed. Because they themselves they have no inherent linkages to the world at large,
human beings mediate between the world and the computer, choosing the encodings of inputs,
measuring their values, interpreting outputs, and taking action. Since they are finite-state devices
everything which can occur in the machine is bounded by the finite set of machine states and statetrajectories. Computations within the set of machine states do not create new states, nor can they
create new linkages to the world outside the machine. Thus no new syntactic or semantic primitives
are created (Carello et al., 1984; Cariani, 1989) and as a result their behavior can be described in a
closed notational system ("closed world assumptions").The best that can be done is to combine
pre-existing syntactic primitives into logical combinations, and to search the space of combinations
for "interesting" syntactic patterns. "Formal times formal is formal." (Kampis, 1991b).
Despite these limitations, pure computation is nevertheless an exceedingly powerful tool.
Whatever problems can be effectively encoded, can potentially be solved by purely computational
devices, within the physical limits of the device (speed, memory, reliability), the computational
demands of the encoded problem, and the foresight of the designer in choosing the appropriate
encodings needed.
Robotic devices are computational devices with sensors and/or effectors which connect them
directly to the world, giving them inherent external semantics (Figure 6). Robotic devices thus do
not need human interpreters to provide meaning for their internal states, or to act directly on the
world. By virtue of their sensors and effectors, robotic devices can solve problems and produce
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behaviors that are not already encoded in symbolic form, (e.g.
Nonadaptive
robotic device
recognizing sights and sounds, assembling cars, walking).
Whatever, problems can be solved by combinations of sensing,
action
feature
computing, and effecting elements can be solved by the appropriate
vector
vector
computation
robotic device. Still, the designer is left the responsibility of
sensor
finding which sensors, computations, and effectors are suitable for
array
effector
measure
array control
solving a given real world problem. In these nonadaptive devices
there is no way of altering the parts, and as a consequence, these
performance
devices are limited to the foresight of their designers. If the
designer failed to incorporate the sensors needed for a particular
environment
task, then the device will not have access to needed sensory
information. If the designer failed to foresee the optimal perceptaction mappings, then the device will act sub-optimally in some situations. The only solution to
this "problem of specification" is to make the device adaptive, to allow it to change its structure
contingent upon its performance. The structures and functionalities involved can be either in the
syntactic or the semantic realm or both.
Trainable machines are devices that have adaptive computational parts (Figure 7). Altering the
computation contingent upon experience is a process of "syntactic-adaptation." Contemporary
trainable machines include neural networks, genetic algorithms, adaptive classifiers, Boltzmann
machines, and many others. Like the purely computational counterparts, problems must first be
symbolically encoded by the designer, but unlike computers, such machines receive (contingent)
feedback from their outputs, which then directs the adjustment of their decision function (i.e. the
input-output mapping, the computation performed). For example, the designer of a trainable
classifier must decide which aspects of the world must be encoded
("feature primitives") such that the machine can find a successful Computationally-adaptive
robotic device
classification rule. The semantics of the states of the adaptive
classifier, are therefore supplied by the designer. If the classifier is
feature
action
vector
vector
computation
embedded in a robot, these semantics are determined by the sensors
training
and effectors of the robot. The machine uses feedback from its
performance ("supervised learning") in order to steer the search for
control
measure
test
better classification rules. This feedback is an evaluative process
("test" in the figure) that reflects the goals of the device's designer
performance
(i.e. what classification is desired). The consequences of this process
environment
are that the internal functional structure of the device changes (i.e. Δ
in the input-output mapping, Δ syntactics).
The trainability of the machine means that it can adapt to situations
unforeseen by the designer. The designer is freed from having to directly anticipate and specify all
appropriate percept-action contingencies. Without the means of altering the sensors and effectors
(Δ semantics), trainable machines are ultimately limited by their fixed percepts (feature primitives)
and actions. Since these determine the categories in which it operates, the trainable machine can
only be as good as its percept and action primitives allow. Since computations alone cannot create
new empirical information nor can they create new actions on the world (new semantic linkages),
these machines are semantically bounded.
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Sensors and effectors are the crucial points at which a real
Semantically-adaptive
world situation is encoded into a symbolic representation and at
robotic device
which an action-decision is transformed from symbolic
representation into physical action. It is only by virtue of actual
action
feature
vector
vector
computation
connection to the world via sensors and effectors that symbolic
representations become semantically grounded. Adaptive devices
that change their sensors and effectors contingent upon
adaptive construction control
measure of
sensors & effectors
experience are also possible (Figure 8). Semantic categories
test
would then be adaptively selected by altering these parts
performance
("semantic-adaptation"). Such devices would in effect
environment
automatically implement what a scientist does when s/he builds a
new measuring device or what happens when entirely new
sensory and effector organs arise through biological evolution.
Within individual organisms, the immune system is a semantically-adaptive process wherein
molecular sensors are constructed, evaluated, and selected to recognize foreign antigens.
The various device types outlined above manifest different kinds of emergent behaviors and
functions. Semantic adaptation is related to the emergence of new sensory distinctions (e.g.
evolving color vision) and new action-alternatives (e.g. evolving capability for flight). Syntactic
adaptation is related to emergence of new percept-action mappings ("learning"). In terms of
behavior, emergence can be rigorously defined in terms of the deviation of a material system from
a model of it (Rosen, 1985); emergent behaviors are those which defy a given model of the
system. A given class of devices with emergent functions can then be specified in terms of what an
observer has to do to "track" (predict) the device's behavior as it changes its structure and its
relations to the world. If the observer must change syntactic state-transitions in his/her model to
track the device's behavior, then the device is "syntactically-emergent"; if new observables are
needed, then the device is "semantically-emergent". Whenever the device adds a new independent
sensory distinction, a new observable is required of the observer, and the dimensionality of the
apparent behavior of the device increases (Conrad, 1979; Chen and Conrad, 1994; Conrad, this
volume). Trainable machines such as neural nets are thus syntactically emergent, while those that
construct their own sensors are semantically-emergent (Cariani, 1989; Cariani, 1992a; Cariani,
1993).
When an organism or device has the capacity to determine its own syntactic and semantic
relations we have a situation of semantic closure (Pattee, 1982; Pattee, 1985; Rocha, 1996;
Umerez, this volume; ), of organizational closure (Maturana, 1981; Pask, 1981; Rosen, 1985;
Minch, this volume) wherein a self-modifying system (Kampis, 1991b) attains a degree of
epistemic autonomy (Cariani, 1989; Cariani, 1992a) or semiotic freedom (Hoffmeyer, this
volume): it chooses its semantic categories as well as its computational states within those
categories (semantic and syntactic autonomy). If the device is capable of changing its pragmatic
relations by redefining its evaluative criteria (goals, desires), then it attains a degree motivational or
pragmatic autonomy (freedom to change its own desires).
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6. Evolutionary semiotics and the semiotics of evolution: symbolically-steered
construction
Critical to the adaptive process is the modification of the "hardware" that subserves syntactic and
semantic functions. In order to alter semantic functions of sensing and effecting, sensors and
effectors must be physically altered; in order to augment the mapping capabilities of the
computational part, more sign-distinctions must be enabled (e.g. adding RAM to a computer), and
this must occur by physically constructing more accessible states (one cannot not create new RAM
by running computations, or our computers could expand by continuously "growing themselves").
Optimally the means by which these physical substrates of semantic and syntactic are altered
should result in stable alternatives (changes persist, making learning possible) and inheritable
structures (new generations can build on old experience). Arguably, symbolic control of the
physical construction process is the most efficient means of attaining these ends (Pattee, 1982;
Pattee, 1985), and all biological organisms now in existence have by one means or another
exploited this mode of functional organization. The cycle
(Figure 9) is one of symbol string → construction process →
action
feature
vector
computation
vector
formation of physical parts of the device → action of the
device → performance in the environment → differential
construct
all parts of
survival → selection of symbol strings (plans). Within the
the device
self-construction process are mutational mechanisms for
physical
generating variability in the symbol strings, which permits an
construction
expanding the portion of the space of symbol strings to be
(mutation)
Aδ3
tested.
construction
control

measure

possibilities

Thus, the most striking aspect of symbols in biological
A B C D construction
α β χ δ language
organisms is their central role in self-production, in
1 2 3 4
reproduction and in evolution. Virtually all physical systems
select from
existing alternatives
that we intuitively recognize as living organisms engage in
DNA-directed construction processes. We cannot understand
test
performance
the organization of living things without understanding the
6
role symbols play in biological organization. The converse
environment
is also true, that virtually all symbols are associated with
biological organisms, whether for communication,
coordination of action, or construction, and whether at a
cellular, organismic or social level. We cannot understand symbols fully until we understand their
role in the organization of life.
One can outline the semiotic aspects of biological construction languages (Figure 10). The signdistinctions are DNA sequences, and their most obvious syntactic relations involve transcriptiontranslation rules, the mapping of a DNA nucleotide sequence into an amino acid sequence of a
protein.
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The semantics of a DNA sequence involve
Syntactic relations
the genotype-phenotype relation, i.e. the
relation of the nucleotide sequence to the DNA
Amino acid chain
RNA
protein-folding
three dimensional protein structure it codes
coding
ontogenesis
for and all of the manifold consequences of
Semantic
Pr
Phenotype
this folded protein on the rest of the cell, the
selection
ag
relations
m
interaction
at
organism, and the world beyond. While the
ic
re
transcription process can be explicitly
lat
ion
Environmental
described in terms of a syntax of discrete
s
ramifications
nucleotide and amino acid sequences, the
semantics of these sequences are bound up
the ill-defined analog dynamics of protein folding, enzymatic action, and still more distal
consequences.
Analog and digital aspects of proteins thus coexist and complement each
other (Pattee, 1979, 1982) in what has been termed a “code-duality” (Hoffmeyer, this volume).
The pragmatics of genetic sequences involve the manifold consequences of gene products on the
well-being, survival, and reproduction (i.e. the evolution-sculpted "goals" of the organism). These
three categories, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic, are what biologists usually call the genetic, the
phenotypic, and the selective aspects of life, and all are essential requirements for evolution. In
effect, these categories define the organism at the molecular genetic level as a semiotic entity.
One might ask why living organisms need be semiotic organizations at all. After all, there are
self-organizing metabolic systems that are capable of a large range of life-like behaviors (see papers
by Minch and Joslyn, this volume). Are genetic codes critical for the stability and evolution of
complex biological organizations? While we lack definitive answer to this question, some general
functional roles for symbols in cells can be postulated (Cariani, 1989). Some possible advantages
of utilizing discrete codes over purely analog dynamics involve the enhancement of internal
stability (organizational anchors), greater resistance to perturbation and greater amenability to error
repair, provision of memory through gene-switching, more reliable inheritance of acquired
information, and the reliable construction of specific, complex amino acid sequences. Discrete
genetic coding permits nearly identical copies to be reliably made and inherited over a large number
of successive generations, an accomplishment that would be very difficult in an analog system.7
DNA coding permits an inordinately rich variety of structure by permitting arbitrary (and
improbable) amino acid sequences to be reliably manufactured and replicated.
Do symbols enhance evolvability? Perhaps the strongest argument for such a role is that
symbols permit universal construction and generalized encoding (Cariani, 1989; Rocha, 1996).
This allows for any genetic sequence to code for a product, regardless of whether it is already
involved in an autocatalytic loop. Once an apparatus is in place for replicating genetic sequences
and the replication apparatus itself, all other sequences can "piggyback" on those which code for
the self-reproduction apparatus. This means that a protein need not be connected into its own
special, autocatalytic network in order to be replicated in the next generation.
Von Neumann recognized this ability of a self-reproducing apparatus to produce other, non-selfreplicating "byproducts" (Figure 11): “...Let X be A+B+C+D, where D is any automaton [and
A+B+C is a self-replicating combination of automata]. Then (A+B+C) + F(A+B+C+D) produces
(A+B+C+D) + F(A+B+C+D) [the object itself is in parentheses, e.g. (X), and its construction
description as a function, e.g. F(X)]. In other words, our constructing automaton is now of such a
nature that in its normal operation it produces an object D as well as making a copy of itself. This is
a normal function of an auto-reproductive organism: it creates byproducts in addition to
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effect on
reproducing itself” (Neumann, 1987, p.489). In terms of the
survival
of whole system
genetic code, A+B+C constitute all of the apparatus needed genetic
replication of plans
construction
for gene expression, while F(A), F(B), and F(C) are the plans
byproduct
D
genetic "plans" which are read by the expression apparatus.
Once such a generalized "universal constructor" is in place,
genetic
new proteins need not be self-reproducing in order to persist
F(A)
expression
F(D)
F(B)
A+B+C
apparatus
long enough to have useful functions for the organism. Their
F(C)
(universal
constructor)
DNA is translated and transcribed along with the generalized
machinery for transcription and translation. The ability to
von Neumann's
enhance stability and survival of the organism and the ability
self-reproduction
scheme
to self-replicate are thus separated for genes and their
associated proteins. Coupled with the indefinitely rich possibilities of arbitrary peptide polymers
and their combinations, this separation allows DNA sequences to become a common
"informational currency" of the organism.
Without generalized encoding, evolution proceeds much more slowly, since every component
must both catalyze its own formation and provide some other survival benefit. The alternative to
generalized encoding is an autocatalytic ("autopoietic") network in which each component is
involved in the production of some other network component, such that all components are
produced. Once the requirement that each protein be linked into an autocatalysis network is
removed, the number of proteins with useful functions which are propagated to subsequent
generations increases enormously. The enormous stabilizing effects and evolutionary advantages
conferred by symbols may explain why there are very few natural, complex self-production
networks which are not tied in some way to genetic construction. Semiosis, through symbolicallydirected construction, is arguably the functional organization that permits complex self-producing
biological entities to persist. These complex functional organizations then permit networks of selfproducing signals that form the organizational substrates for self-directing epistemic agents such as
ourselves.
replication
of constructor

7. Conclusions
We have discussed basic syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic relations of symbols in signalling,
systems (communication), modelling relations (epistemology), adaptive systems (self-adjustment),
and constructive systems (self-production). The semiotic relation between symbol and matter
forms the basis of the functional organization for both life and information-use. We have outlined
basic mechanisms for how new syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic relations can come to be
incorporated into organisms and devices, how an "evolutionary semiotics" that spans both the
natural and the artificial might be possible.
Index terms
Semiotics, evolution, emergence, syntactics, semantics, pragmatics, adaptive systems,
epistemology, genetic code, autopoiesis, self-production systems, self-reproducing systems,
scientific models, measurements, computations, biosemiotics, operationalism, autonomy, sensors,
effectors, adaptive systems, adaptation, observable, construction, [proper names of references]
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cf. Ross Ashby’s operational notion of ‘state’, (Ashby, 1956).
This is not to say that analog, iconic, or continuous signals are unimportant, only that the
definition of what constitutes a distinction in such systems is a much more involved process. Most
of the neural codes that have been investigated in the brain have a graded, analog character to them,
such that the brain is probably best seen in terms of a mixed digital-analog device (with heavy
emphasis on the analog part). To the extent that discharges of primary sensory neurons follow the
time structure of their respective stimuli, there exists an iconic representation of the stimulus in the
time intervals between spikes (Cariani, 1995).
3
This is close to Hilbert's original, operational notion of a formal system, wherein communities of
observers manipulate sensuously apprehensible tokens to reach convergent conclusions. When
unlimited string lengths, tapes, and stacks, are introduced in order to represent the infinite set of
"natural numbers," such systems no longer are fully-surveyable by finite, physically-realizable
devices. From a strict-finitist perspective, which insists on physical realizability, all of the
2
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Gödelian paradoxes are artifacts of the introduction of ill-defined potential-infinities into formal
systems. In this view formal procedures must be implementable by observer-participants
possessing limited numbers of states and computational capacities. All that can be physically
computed is describable in terms of finite-state automata, of some given size. We have access to a
given number N as an individuated entity if we have the means to reliably implement N-1 signdistinctions or N distinguishable tokens. The set of numbers that we can reliably manipulate, the
"computational envelope," expands as we acquire the physical means of building larger, faster,
more reliable machines (i.e. a “Chuck Yaeger theory of number” is possible).
4
The "collapse of the wave function" in quantum mechanics, at the point when a measurement is
made (the point of observational contingency) is only problematic for realist and reductionist
accounts; not for those that take the semiotic operations of the observer as primitive (e.g.
Bridgman, Bohr, von Neumann).
5
See Exteberria’s discussion of the functional decomposition of cognitive systems in this volume.
6
To quote from Howard Pattee: “The question is whether information is to be treated in biology as
just another physical variable, or as the characteristic and exclusive aspect of living systems and
their artifacts that distinguish living systems from all other physical systems. ( (Pattee, 1979,
p.218)” and “Life depends upon records.” (Pattee, 1972).
7
One difficulty with analog processes is that they tend to accumulate small errors. Digital systems
have sets of attractor basins that constantly reduce the effects of small perturbations.

Cybernetic Systems and the Semiotics of Thanslation*
Peter Cariani

Translationiscommunicationthatcrossesboundariesbetveenstg[i-systemswhosesymboisrealize
different sytitactic, semand c, and pragmatic relations. Succ`essful translation ofa message replicates
those functional states in the receiver that the translator-selrder intends. The problem of translation
i§ developed from within basic cybemetic and semiotic frome".arks, outlining different a§peots of
the semiotic, and how these afford translations that tat ±cast prrtially) preserve form. meaning. and/
or intent. The translator must first extract these deep relafrons from the original message and then
express them in the second sign system. We also outline how semiotic linkages can be embodied in
individual adaptive devices and brains and modified through experience. Through shared
intexpersoml cooperations and behavioral coordinanonsS mu"al understandings can coevolve in
social netwocks to prodrce common. public meaning§. Imemalized convergences of meanings
betweeninteractingsign-systemsthen®artially)obviatetheneedforexplicittraushtiousofmessages
sent between them.

Communication and Tiranslation

Communication is the process of sending and receiving messages. When a
message is successfully communicated, the signal that bears it arrives in the
hands of the receiver, who interprets it in a marmer that places the receiver in
thefunctionalstatethatwasintendedbythesender].Inthissemiotic-functionalist
perspective] meanings of messages are defined in terms of the effect of the
message on the sign-system (thoughts, beliefs, purposes) of the receiver2. Both
sender and receiver are seen through the leas of semiotics, as sign-systems that
formulate> transmit, and interpret messages that consist of signs. Sign systems
can differ in their syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics: which sign tokens and
orderings are used; how signs are linked to the world through perception and
action;andwhatpurposesthesignsfulfill.Atitssimplest,translationmayinvolve
only mechanical rewriting of sign-tokens from one alphabet into another. At its
most complex, it may require recasting semantic categories and pragmatic
• This wol.k was Supported in part by a grant (DC3054) from the National lnstitufo for I)crfuess
and Communications Disorders of the Natioiial Institutes Of Health of the United States.

Cybermetic Systems and the Serrriotics Of TranJilc[hon

valuationsinordertoconveycoremeanings.Ourpurposeistodevelopgeneral
concepts of communication and translation that cover both natural and artificial
sign-wieldingsystems,Usingac}.bemetic-functionalistaccountwewillattempt
to frame the semiotics of translation in terms of broader epistemic processes
that occur in the world at large.
Cyberrtetics and the Seniotics Of Observer-actoi-s

Organisms and information-processing devices can be viewed as adaptive,
epistemic systems that interact with their surrounds through perception and
actioninorderloachieve|]aniculargoals3.Thefunctionalorganizationofsimple
observer-actors is illustrated in the three diagrams of Figure 1. Sensors link
particularworld-configuratiouswithintermlsigns,whileeffectorslinkparticular
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Figure I. Percept-action loops in onganisms and devices. A. Cycles of actions and percepts and
the formation of sensorimotor interactions (von Uexldill 1926). 8. The compledon of a neural
feedback loop through environmental linkages (Mcoulloch 1946). C. Adaptive control of pcmeptaction loops in artificial devices` showing the three 5emiotic axes (Cariani 1989, 1997, 1998).

Evaluative mechanisms adaptively modify sensing and effector functiom]ities as well as steering
percept-action mappings.
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internal signs for rmS{SF i-Lr¥as±¥%agBalL= tQ action on the world and its direct
consequences. SemsSFg and eire-®seg#g§ €a¥ELf mediate between the internal states of

organisms and deipiees afid thg wexifi a3 fargg: they determine the categories of
perception and action that are at'ailablg to the system. Sensor and effectors thus
ultimately determine the external sefflfl#Fg-rs of the internal sign distinctions
that are linked to perception and action. In animals, sensory organs determine
which pereeptunl distiflction§ ¢an be nde on world and motor-effector organs
detennine available actions.
In order for a system to behat.e ir! a manner that enhances survival and
reproduction, actions need fo be made contingent on the exterml situations
at hand; if food is pre5€gEt. eni: £gpredator, run, hide, or flght; if mate, mate.
Perceptsandacfronsaeg¥iaerfuedfty'meausofcoordinativeprocessesthatdetermine
what action should fa thke\n in response to particular perceived world-stated.
These coordinati`pe preeesses can be simple pereept-action mappings. as in
simple reflexes, £ife¥` eeas in`-ol\~€ nsgati`-€ feedback Control loops (de Latil
1956; Powers I 9'?3:S er €fag¥. ca# €att ®8S'e €labamse predi£{ifr'e, menory-based
deliberations. In ifegfeer REi
ttm=¥ €®!xpleH prediction and planning

operations are lasated in the
regions of the brain, Coordirmted pereaptaction systems in effect implement modeling relations that permit the system
to anticipate the fufure5.

Figure 2. Semiotics of scientific modefrog relations. The bertzian commutation diagrm. The external
semanticsofthesignsintheformal.comprtatiomlpaltaredeterminedbytheirlinkagestopamcular
aspects of the extemal world via measuing devices. The pragmatics of the signs involve what

observables ae to be predicted for what purposes. Measurements fom the boundary t)etween a
realm of signs and rule~go` erned manipulatioiis and the reaha ofnous€miotic. material action.
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Anticipatorypercept-actionsystemssharewithscientificmodelsacommon
epistemi functional organization6. The operational structure of the scientific
model offers us a clearest example of the semiotic structue of the observer.
AcenluryagoHeinrichHertzmadeexplicittheoperationsinvolvedinmaking
and testing a predictive model (Figure 2). According to Emst Cassirer:
Heinrich Hertz Was the first mode'm §ciefltift to have effected a decisive turn from
thecopytheoryofphysicalknowledgetoapurelysymbolicthenry.Thebasicconcepts
of natural science no longer appear as mere copies and reproductions of immediate
material data; rather, they are represented as construetive projects of physical thinking
-andtheonlyconditionoftheirtheoreticalvalidityand§ignificancei§thattheirlogical
consequences must always accord with the observable data. (Cassirer 1957: 20)

In Hertz's framework, measuring devices link particular symbol-states to
particular external states-of-affairs (Hertz 1894)7. A measurement is made by
allowing a measuring device to interact with its environs to produce one of
several possible pointer readings. The pointer readings then become the initial
conditions of a formal model that predicts the value of a second observable
(often the same observable at a hater time or different position), A second
measurement is made whose outcome is compared with the prediction. If the
thereisagreementbetweenthetwo,themodelhasmadeasuccessfulprediction;
if there i§ disagreement, the model has failed.
The semiotics of this predictive system are sinple, The measuring devices
determine the linkage of the pointer readings and the mathematieal symbols
intheformalparttotheworldatlarge.Theirstructuresdeterininethecategories
through which the model interacts with its environs, and their interactions with
the environment determine the particular pointer readings that are obtained.
Thus, measuring devices determine the external semantics of tile sign-states
in the model, The fomal part of the model is completely rule-governed and
syntacticincharacter.Oncethepointerreadingsareencodedasinitialconditions,
the predictive arithmetic and/or logical calculations that are carried out depend
solely on the forms of signs, not their meanings. Finally, the pragmatic aspects
of the model involve how the model relates to the purposes of the observer.
These concern what aspects of the world the observer wishes to predict to what
beneflt. The choice of measuring devices and their associated observables thus
is an arbitrary choice of the observer that is dependent upon his or her desires
and all evalunive process that compares outcomes to goal5!. When predictions
fail. the observer reorganizes the model, modifying or replacing measuring
devices and their observables and the predictive algorithm.
When one examines the semiotic relations of the modeling relation, the
three semiotic aspects (syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics) and their
corresponding operations (computation, measurement, evaluation), one sees
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that these must be irreducible and complementary. They depend on different
modes of causation. Syntactic operations are driven by logically-necessary
rulesonsymboltypes(formalcauses),whilesemantic,mea§urementoperations
involve contingent, material interactions (material causes) and pragmatic,
adjustment operations depend on the goals of the observer (final causes). If
one clearly defines these semiotic relations in these terms, then one cannot
feplaee §emantie§ with syntactie§, Semantics with pragmatics, §yntactic§ with
semantics. Form, meaning, and purpose are inherently independent of each
other.
The basic functional analogies to animals and devices are also
straightforward. The sensory organs of the animal become the measuring
devices of the model. The perceptual categories afforded by the sensory organs
become model observables. Evaluations become predictive comparisons.
Anticipatory functions become predictive algorithms. Internal goal-states
become adjustments to the model.
A major difference between an adaptive system and a scientific model is
the nature of the adjustment mechanism. An adaptive system has its own
internal goal-states that steer the system, while the model is continually
monitored and adjusted by its human user. The adaptive system thus has a
degree of autonomy that the model lacks. Goals may thus be embedded in the
system by human design (as in the case of the model), by evolution (as in the
case of innatc, basic animal drives), or by self-construction (as in the case of
desires acquired through leaning). In Figure lc these steering mechanisms
are indicated by the "evaluate" and `.alter structure A" loops, which indicate
places where functionalities can be modified. These goal-directed steering
mechanisms can adjust percept-action mappings in a manner that improves the
likelihood of achieving system-goals. They can also provide "feedback to
stmcture" that adaptively alters sensors and effectors. When adaptive systems
construct their own sensors and effectors, they then determine, within limits,
the categories though which they interact with the world. This confers upon
such systems a limited degree of epistemic autonomy - in effect they choose
their own observables and modes of action9. Adaptive systems can also provide
"feedbaLck to stnicture" that alters system-goals themselves. The system then
determines its own desires, and attains a limited degree of motivational
autonomy.
In semiotic terms, these goal-seeking operations all reahze pragmatic
functions. If a room becomes too cool, a thermostat's sensors register the
difference in the sensed-state and the desired state and turns on the heat. In
brains specific (limbic) systems realize these steering functions by evaluating
incoming sensory information in the context of previous experience and present
purposes. If an animal's blood sugar drops, neural evaluative mechanisms
focus the animal's attention on perceptual factors and behavioral routines
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related to finding food. If a threatening hawk-like form appears in the sky, then
neural evaluative and anticipatory mechanisms steer the system to ready it for
quick escape. Such puxposive` goal-seeking organizations fomed the core
exemplars of the early cybernetics movement, which Norbert Wiener
characterized as the science of "communication and control" (Ashby 1956,
1960: de Latil 1956; Mcculloch 1965; Wiener 1961).

The funotionalities of Sensing, oondinchng, effe¢tingT gua]uating, and
adjusting constitute the bare minimal requisites for the observer-actor. The

particular sign-distinctions that each of these functionalities use depend upon
the material stmcfure of the system. An animal's body determines its lifeworld: w.hat i{ can sense, hot+ it can act, what it will feel and desire, how it
can lean {Uexrfull 1926}. An animal's body in turn is determined by both its
genetic makeup, the construction of its body during development, and its
continual modification through ongoing life-experiences. Natural selection
steers genetic specifications and developmental trajectories over evolutionary
time periods, while intemal homeostatic and learning mechanisms steer more
plastic aspects of the structure over an individual's lifetime. In semiotic terms,
leaning mechanisms both adjust relations between existing internal signs and
create new sign-distinctions (Cariani 1997. i 989: Schyns. Goldstone & Thibaut
1998).

Systems that Create Their Own Meanings

Systems that can adaptively adjust internal relations between signs are capable
of creating meaning for themselves, Adaptive mechanisms permit linkages to
be made between the different sets of sign-distinctions that make up sensory,
motor, and cognitive representations on one hand and sets of valuations on
theother.Theseconstructedmeaningscaninvolveeithersemanticorpragmatic
aspectsofsigns,Asdiscussedhere`semanticlinkagesinvolverelationsofsigns
to extemal objects and events that, by definition, de not involve valuations,
while pragmatic linkages involve relations of signs to pull)oses and necessarily
involve valuations.

Insystemsthatarecapableofpercaptualleaming,extemalsemanticlinkages
can be modified through adjustment of sensors, interposition of sensory

prosthesesandthroughsensorimotorcoordinationsthatpermit"activesensing"
(Cariani 1998a; Churcher 1982). Viewing the world through infra-red night
goggles changes the relation between what one sees and what is being seen.
Poking an object to see if it moves is different from passively watching it. In
these cases one has modified the external semantics of existing observables
- there is a modification of meaning.
In systems that are capable of constructing new sensors, new observables
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can be created aneTt-. *e"' SaEfgg®F§es Sr' peFTeption and sets of sign-distinctions
are created. Here ne# re&adiSas feeaePe+eeeai ias&emal perceptual signs and the world

at large are brought into being` and srmrFely new semantic meanings are
created.

In anticipatory devices, particular percap"al states become linked with the
states that usually follow them, such than associations can be built up that
encode the consequences of these states. The consequences can be immediate
ones that are pruximal in fiTI]g and space. or they czin be more distant
ramifications. Higher level semanfa EiHkages can thus be formed that have to
do not only with the activities G±~ segEsae]F neurons but also with the correlated,
concomitant activi ties of iiffagg seenrmanl populations. P sychologically, c oncepts
can be construed as h§.gifeer'risender ¢bservables whose meanings are built up
through patterns ofg§gazraE acrferity. One can think in terms of concept formation,
modification and Fes`isinn in terms of alterations in neurally-mediated linkages
that subserve corRIgpei di§tirictions_ I ike difi-ezierrt{ ch§en'ables. tu'o concepts
may be commensREife. p:ag€ialt5r cpRErERensurabE€* or incommensurable: the
ways they pafii&ien thiE evasd Gas h!ia co±rfeen§iv-a, differ in some \brays. or

involve compleifefy diifer" dimcnsions£°`
Pragmaticmcaningsarealsoacquiredthroughleaming.Inadaptiveaystems
evaluative mechanisms steer the organization of systems such that particular
sensory inputs become linked with particular expectations of reward or
punishment that result in particular behavioral predispositions. These linkages
are acquired over experience, and they embody the process of conferring
pragmatic valuations on perceived states.
Constructivist theories of knowledge, meaning, and valuation have been
proposed in the past. These include interactionist psychologies (Bickhard &
Terveen1995;Piaget1971,1980),coustruetivistepistemologies(\'QnGlasersfeld
1984,1987),pragmatistpsychologies(James189S`}andphilosophiesofscience

(Feyerabend 1973; Mun6var 1981; van Fraassen 1990)` and the ("secondorder") cybernetics of observing s}-stems f`k±afurana 1981: Pack 196la,1981;

Pask & Curran 1982: von Foers€er i984!. Traditionally, constructivist
epistemologies hat.e come under the rubric of .`conceptual semantics" where
meanings are created and experienced in individual minds. The mentalist,

intemalist conceptlorE ®f mrming bean the consequence that some aspects of
meaning are not publicly accessible, and therefore not clearly definable and
comparable. In this view absolute and complete synonymy is not possible,
since different individuals have (somewhat) different meaning-systemd I . This
approachisunsatisfyingtorealistsofvariouspersuasionswhodesiremeanings
to be objective relations and/or social conventions that do not depend on what
aparticularindividualthinks.However.notionsofpri``ateandpublicmcanings
are not necessarily antagonistic ii`ou€ dees nat insist en an elin}inative reduction
to one or the other. For a.¥ample. Pask`s C®nversa{ion Theory modeled
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coevolutions of concepts and sign~meanings in individual participants that
arise through their mutual interactions ("conversations"). Pask's framework
shows how intersections of individual and public meanings can arise and
expand through use, so that common meanings can be constructed and shared
by a social group.
Itshouldbepossibletobuildartificialdevicesthatcreatetheirownmeanings
through interactions with human beings. Thus far, most mainstream strategies
for machine understanding and automalc translation of natural language have
not involved mechanisms by which a machine can build up its own semantic
and pragmatic categories and linkages through sensorimotor interactions with
the real world. At present, machines can interpret natural language only in very
limited contexts, where meaning-altemedves can bc largely anticipaed by
human designers and programmed in. Most attempts instead have adopted
fomal,model-theoreticframeworksinwhiehprogramsoperateonsymbolicallyencoded inputs to compute truth values]2. The result is that the machines
themselves have no independent access to the world, either to perceive or to
act and register the consequences of action. Whereas an animal is in constant
interaction with its environs, by comparison the percept-action loops of artificial
intelligence language devices drastically impoverished. Arguably, in order for
machines to be able [o communicate with human beings on human terms and
to translate natural language messages, an interactive process of language
A
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Figure 3. Semiotics ofbraln states. A. Basic Morrisseaneemiedc relaticms between symbols, the
world, and the purposes of their users: syntactics, semantics, pragmatics (form. meaning, intent).
8.Semioticaspectsofbrainstatesandpotentialsemioticdivisionoflaborthroughover!appingsets
of circuits. Neural assemblies in sensory and motor `rystems would implement semantic linkages
between world-states and central brain states. Assemblies that integrate and sequence internal
representations for prediction, planning, and coordination would implement syntactic linkages.
Those that add evaluative components to neural signals (e.g. 1imbie systems) would implement

pragmaticlinhages.Phenomenalcorrelatesofthesesemioticaxpectswouldbesensations,thoughts,
and motivational states (desires, emotions).
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acquisition that is similar to how we lean language must take place. Such a
process may requke that a machine should have basic capacities for perception,
action, and concept formation and primitive goal states that are not drastically
different from our own. This puts attainment of machine natural language
understanding far into the future. It also means that the shortest path to building
artificial meaning-creating systems may be to study how biological brains
make meaning of the world.

Embedding Meaning in Brtliris

One wants to give an account of how the construedon of meaning could be
embedded in brains, such that new semiotic relations could be built up througb
experience. In the brain, on a very high level of abstraction, we can conceive
of neural representations that contain syntactic` semantic and pragmatic content
(Figure 2). How such neural representations are embedded in the discharge
activities of ensembles of neurous is the largely unsolved problem of neural
coding. Beyond a few limited examples, we do not thus far understand in detail
how neural activity encodes sensory information, cognitive representations,
hedonic valences, and directives for coherent action.
A few general proposals have been put forward as to how such
multidimensional representations might be globally coordinated. Currently,
most neuroscientists adopt some variant Of cormectionism, in which information
is encoded in which particular neurons fire how often. 1n such a signaling
system, all information is encoded tbrough across-neuron patterns of firing
rates. In this neural code, the "place" of a neuron within the network determines
the kind of information it conveys (i.e. "place" is defined by a neuron's
connectivitywithothefneurons,recaptors,andeffectorelements).Thedischarge
rates of neurons in the network determine the value of the signal, such that
these codes can be called "rate-channel" or "rate-place" codes. Multiple object
properties and multiple objects are thought to be separated either by their
spatial activity patterns or in time]3. Categorization is accomplished through
the action of sets of synaptic efficacies that weight their respective neural
signals in order to realize common output patterns. Leaning is accomplished
through the adjustment of these weights. In a system that handles multiple
kinds of information, two different signal dimensions are required to convey
the kind of information involved (e.g. pitch vs. colorO smell vs. shape) and the
sign-distinction itself (e.g. what frequency of pitch, what color, the form of
the shape). In such a s.ystem all informational distinctions are reduced to a

comlnon ourrency, firing rate. In a computer, all information is reduced to ones
and zeros. This means that different kinds of information must be kept separate
by regulating many synaptic weithts. Rapid leaning of new associations
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without degrading old ones and the implementation of flexfole conceptual
representations pose difficult problems for cormectionist networkst4.
There is the possibility that neural networks could be based on different
kinds of neural codes that would permit them much greater flexibility. In
temporal codes, information is conveyed through the time patterns and/or
relative arrival times of spikes rather than which neurons fire how much. While
the iivel'ng€ riring I-ae of a neuron (the average number of spikes produced

per second) is a unidimensional scalar quantity, the temporal pattern of spikes
can have many dimensions. For example one pattern can indicate the type of
information, while another can indicate the signal value associated with that
informationt5. If both the signal type and signal value are conveyed by the form
of the signal itself, then sigrals are no longer tied to particular transmission
lines (which neuron produced which signal is no longer critical)16. Some
temporal codes pemit multiple signals to be sent concurrently over the same
neural transmission lines, such that spike patterns representing different kinds
of information are interleaved. Once several signals can be multiplexed together.
then different neural signals representing different kinds of information can
be combined together.
While there is a good deal of psychophysical and neurophysiological
evidence that points to temporal coding of sensory qualities in almost every
modalityt the plausibility of general temporal coding mechanisms for handling
multimodal information is still unclear. We take these ideas as tentative
organizing principles for how the brain might globally integrate information,
butcertainlynotatthispointasestablished,enipirically-groundedmechanisms.
There are deep neurophysiological and neuroanatomical reasons for believing
that there are general-purpose strategies for representing, processing, and
Storing different kinds of information in the brain, but we thus far have only
a very limited understanding of the detailed mechanisms that subserve these
processesl7.

Irrespective of the form of central neural codes, there must be means of
associating different kinds of information to form conceptual representations.
One can think of neural signals, be they Spatial or temporal patterns, as having
characteristic forms that indicate the presence of a particular property. New
propertiesorassociationsofproperdescouldberepresentedbyfomingneural
assemblies that are activated under particular combinations of input patterns.
Such neunl assemblies would then produce neural signals that function as
"tags" that are then added to the signals that activated the assembly. In this
marmer, neural representations could bc elaborated by adding additional
annotationsthatthisorthatneuralassemblyhasrecognizedaparticularproperty
in its inputs.
This process of signal-elaboration is much different from conventional
strategies that successively reduce the signal to ever IIiure abstracted, higher358
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level features. Has ffigfeen tkean ihaasrfeg oat the raw sigrials and reducing the
dimensionality' ct~ 5tBbEL-qaa€rSt representariSill£, Sh€ s¥`stem ificreases the

dimensionality Qf the sigriai by enriching it v`ith the annotations of all of the
neural assemblies that it activates` For example+ when w€ drear the word,
"elephant..± we presume that auditory, phonetic end lexical assemblies are set
into motion that in turn activate to different degrees the concepmal assemblies
that are related in our minds to elephants (animals, trunks, tusks, gray, large,
Afriea` India, zoo, big ears, Harmibal, etc.). Neural assemblies in limbic
regions of the brain that subserve emotional as`swiations and/or their relevance
to our purposes are also presumably activated and add their amotations to the
dynamically-forming multidimensional neural signal pattern that subserves the
proximal meaning of `.elaphaHt" in our minds. If we think about the concept
longer, still more di5tsni!:Th .ng!ated n€ural assemblies and memories come into
play, and the meanigBg runifies further still. Here meaning is embedded in the
structure of an obsen.er "-ho has scaH±e capacft}' for self~complexification, such
that the full meaning Qf a word to an indit-idual is not a Static. observerindependent entftyl8.
Neural signal tags could thus signify semantic content (i.e. relationships
to sensory and motor linkages with the external world) and pragmatic content
(i.e. relationships to hedonic, motivational, drive states and system-goals).
Tags characteristic of sensory, motor, and linbic population responses would
be added through connections of central neural assemblies to those populatious.
The role that a particular kind of tag would play would depend on the functional
role within the syste'm of the n€ural assembly that produced it. Linkages
between particular sensQr¥J` prtterns and motivational e`'aluations could be
formed that add tags related to pravioas reward or punishment history. These
then confer on the sensory pattern an affegtity'e marker. in this way. sensory
representationscouldacquirepragmaticmeaningr{"infentionalrty"}inaddition
to the semantic meanings that are given by virtiie of their sensory-motor
linkages to extemal world-states. Tags with different characteristics might thus
differentiate patterns that encode syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic aspects
of an elaborated neura] activity pattern.

Communication H:iEigire &FSd .d€F#`3sS S€ENioti€ Boundaries

Once one has observer-actors that anis capat±e of sending particular sets of
signals and receiving them. via effectors and sensors, then communication is
made possible`9. If senders and receivers are all very similar, with fixed,
stereotyped messages, and common meanings, then all communication can
occur within a common sign-system. We have called this "simple communication" (Table I). Receivers interpret messages in the saiine way that senders
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do, so there is no need for a sender to alter messages in order to ensure that
the receiver will read and interpret the message correctly (to adopt the same
message-related functional state as the sender). An example of such simple
(syntactic) communication would be teletype transmission, where the sender
presses particular alphanumeric keys to issue coded signals that result in the
same keys of the receiving teletype being activated and the characters typed

Out
Table I.
Simple
communication

Translation

Observer-actors
Similar sign-systems

' Common syntacrics,

EXHml,le

• Telegraphy, internet
• [ntraspeeies signaling (genetically

semantics, pragmatics

determined)
• Communication within a language,
culture

Different sign-systems

Nature of boundaries to be cl.ossed

: 1. Differentsigns

2. Different semantics3.Differentpragmatics

( I. Conversions between binary to
decimal

2. Diff. word-concepts, cultural
associations

3. Diff, incommensurate purposes,
values

However, once the elements have internal goal states and mechanisms for
constructing meanings that link sensorimotor states with goals, then
communication systems can be self-organizing. ]f there are strong survival and
hedoric advantages to more complex, cooperative coordinations of behaviors,
then social communication systems tend to arise. Within a social grouping,
effective communication is rewarded by access to the expanded resources that
the grouping provides. The more important the social environment becomes
for survival, the more that adaptive, leaning mechanisms steer syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic linkages of individuals in the group towards sociallyoptimized conventional meanings. In this way the sign-systems of adaptive
individuals can co-evolve convergent meanings toublic meanings).
If social sign-conventions can arise, so can differences in sign-meanings.
Individuals may develop in different social contexts with different individual
psychologies,familystructures,cultures,andlangunges.Individualsdeveloping
in these different physical, social and psychological contexts can therefore
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construct different meaning-systems. Meanings are therefore both constructed
on both individual and social levels of organization.
Because of their ability to create arbitrary linkages between Signs, purposes,
and the world, meaning-creating actors can potendally support a multiplicity
of sign-systems, cultures, and languages. Because scoial sign-systems are selforganized social conventions, common systems arise witbin local groups, and
differences can arise whefi groups are geographically Separated. The most
obvious differences between groups are linguistic, but more subtle cultural and
subcultural differences between concepts and valuations can also be created.
These differences in meaning-systems make translation necessary. We take
/ra7is/flJi.oH as communication across semiotic boundaries. While simple
communication involves the sending and receiving of messages within one
sign-system, translation entails communication across different sign-systems.
Translation is therefore necessary to send messages when sigmeystems utilize
different sign-tokens, different sign-semantics` and/or different sets of signvaluations.
Simple communication between identical senders and receivers entails the
sending of a message that steers the receiver into a desired functional state.
The messages that are sent have syntactic, semandc, and pragmatic aspects
that are related to their form, their extemal meanings, and their purposes. If
one wants to send a message across these boundaries that preserves at least
partially some aspects of the meaning of the message, then one must engage
in a translation operation that reconfigures the message so that it will be
received with the desired effects.
In order to translate from one system to another, one must understand how
messages will be interpreted in both systems, such that one can select those

Table 11,

Syntactic
translation

Invarlance

Example
• Transcription ofDNA to RNA

Preservation of form

• Translation ofa program from
FORTRAN to PASCAL
• Translation between isomorphic
i

Semantic
translation

Preservation of
meaning

mathematical systems)
• Translation of words w. similar
reference from one language to

another
Pragmatic
translation

Preservation of intent

Translation of one cultural set of
valuations into another
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example, reveretli`e g`or periSasfag mdiri®!±s ar dsap religious feeling may not
be translatable iF£S® sica¢zEe FrdicaH¥ secular cQmte~Hs}. Consequently, some

sentiments and imentionfi may sirmply not be transiatable` even if they are
known and felt. That which we camot put into words, we must pass over in
silence. as Wingeustein said.
In practice a good translator balances the preservation of form, meaning,
and intent to successfully communicate those aspects of a message that are
most relevant to its recipients. Translation is the precious bridge that permits
us to share meanings despite our differences. Translation is what intereomects
the different realms of the s€miosphere.
Conclusions

Our intent in this paper has been ro ground basic issues of communication and
translation in the functional organizafron Of observer-actors that send and
intexpretmessages.Wehaveattempredtooutlinehowtheseactorscanadaptively
create their own meanings, and how this can lead to commonly shared,
conventional meanings as well as individually-held ones. Lastly we have
pointed out some of the basic ways that sign-systems can differ, and what these
mean in terms of translations that cross semiotic boundaries.

Notes
I [n order to keep discussions stmpler. urte TLifi± address only problems of faithful conveyance

of fomL meaning, and intent between two observer-actors. We will therefore leave for other
discussions other situations that involve intentional modirications in the meaning of a message
(where a translator attempts to improve upon the original or to alter its meaning).
2 In contrast, a behavioristic peaspective defines mealiings of messages in terns of the effect
of the message on the behavior of the recctver. See Cheny 1966, Mackay 1969, Morris 1946 for
valuable discussions of the relative merits Of functional, structural, and bchavioristic perspectives.
3 The semiotics of onganisms, adaptive devices, and scientific models have been discussed
elsewhere at length, e.g. Brier 1999: Cariani 1992a` 1998a.1998b,1989: Kampis l991a,199lb;
Pattee 1982,1985; Rosen 1978, 1985. 2000.

4 In Uexkull.s diagram (A), this is the sinple recursive internal loop between action and

perception. in Mcculloch's dingran. coordimtive circuits would entail additional chains of
intemeurons interposed between receptors and erfectors, In Cariani.s diagram (C}, all more
complex coordinative structures are subsumed in the box lchelled coordination.
5 "The |}urpose of remembering the past is to anticipate the future", as the May '68 slogan

reportedly went,

6 Rosen 1978 and 1985 formalized many of these relations and isomorphisms.
7Moreprecisely,thepointer-signsproducedbymeasuringdevicesreflectpan`cularinteractious

betwccn the measuring apparatus and the world be}Jond them. Ab Kant pointed out, ve do not
have any independent access to these .tw'orld states" outside of the measurements we make.
8 While it is the choice of the observer to select which measurements to make] for obvious
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reasons, the observer does not control the outcomes of particular measurements. Were the observer
todothis,themeasurementitselfwouldnotprovideanyiTiformation(uncertainty-reduction)about
the extema[ world, and the model would sinply reflect the observer's control.
9 The inplications of such systems are discussed extensively elsewhere: Cariani 1992a,
1992b,1993,1998a,

]998b,1989; de Latil 1956; Pask 1959.1960; Pask.1961a,196lb.

'° In the context of systems theory, Rosen 1978 and Kanpis 1991 b analyze possible relations

between different observ.ational frames consisting Of differmt obser\.ables (meters).
" Goodman 1972 discusses the prob]emedc mtiire of traditioml notions Of aynonymity.
[3 See Bickhard and Terveen 1995, CarelJo ct al.1984, Cisek 1999. Dreyfus 1979, Freeman

1999, Lakoff 1987 for chtiques of these underlying philosophical assumptions and alterlianve
approaches. The mainstream tradition of the philosophy of language and mind has often conflated
what we call here the semantic and pragmatic aspects of internal merital states, relying instead
on realist` model-theoretic frameworks that ignore the limited, situated. purpose-laden nature of
the observer (Bickhard and Terveen 1995)` The rieglect of the selfroonstructing and expansive
nature of the observer's categories has impeded the development of systems that are thoroughiy
imbued with purpose, directly connected to their environs. and capable of creating their own
conceptual primitives (Bickhard and Terveen 1995; Cariani 1989).
" This is the problem of perceptual organization that was raised to the fore by the Gestaltists
in the early part of the last century (K6hler 1947; Wchheimer 1958), popularized as the "coclmil
party problem" in mid{entury (Cherry 1961), and revived in the last decade of the century in
nourocomputalonal contexts as .`scene analysis" and "segmentation and binding" (Singer 1990).
14 There has been an intense debate bet\t.een those who believe that brains inplcrment explicit
classical logical systems (the s}mholic paradigm) and those who believE that the brain is a
distributed, connection ist system (the neural network paradigm) I Those who favor explicit symbolic
encoding point to the relative ease with whieh we can manipulate different kinds of logical

categories, and the difficulty in implementing such systems in cormectionist networks (Fodor &
Pylyshyn 1988; Hongan & Tieuson 1996).

" See Emmcrs 1981 for an exarnplc of this kind of multidimensional signaling and Cariani

1995, 1997,1999 for longer discussions of temporal codes.
]6 For example, we could assign three colors (red, yellow, blue) to three different people and

tell each to shout `Cbright" or "din" when his or her assigned color is seen. A place code for color
would requrfe that we know who st`outed what. If we tell each one to chout the T]ane of the color
and its intensity. then the signal itself contains its own signal type (red, yellow, or blue), and it
is no longer critical that we know who shouted what.
17 The situation js similar to biology before the realization that genedc information is encoded
in DNA nucleotide sequences; a great deal is kno`rm about how the system behaves on a
macroscopic scale (classical genetics was a well-developed field), but the details of how the system
works are not known (biologists did not know whether genes were embedded in proteins or
nucleotide polymers, and what form of the "genetic code" would take, just as we presently do
not know what the form the `heural code" win take).
18 h addition to our our private meanings, we also have a sense of which sociallyrfalibratcd,
conventional meanings are likely to be shared by other people.
'9 If these actors themselves are nonndaptive` then coordinations of internal states between

them must arise through external design or selection. For example, a cormunication system that
is based on two-way radios that can tune their own transmission and reception frequencies can
adaptlvely detemine which frequencies are used. However, a system that is based on radios inal
are nonadaptive, with fixed frequencies. requires some kind of external coordination.
20 One thinks of simultaneous translators and young bilingual children who can hear one
langunge and readily respond, without much deliberation, in the other. Kolers 1973 discusses
fluency and bilingualism as an iuternal translation process_ He nc}tes that relative development
of proficiency in each langunge sets limits on what thoughts can be expressed using that language.
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Chapter 42

Sign Functions in Natural and Artificial Systems
Peter Cariani

42.1 Introduction
Semiotics, in its many forms, presents a rich and multifaceted framework for com
prehending many different kinds of natural and artificial processes. A naturalistic
framework is presented for explaining how signs realize basic informational func
tions in biological organisms, social organizations, and artificial devices. A theory
of functional semiotics attempts to answer basic questions about organization and
semiotic function, such as what properties must material systems have in order to
support signs and sign functions? How can semiotic processes in natural, social, and
artificial worlds be distinguished from nonsemiotic processes? Such a theory also
seeks to address more complex theoretical issues: What kinds of semiotic functions
are possible? What are the organizational requisites for meaning and purpose? Are
there neurosemiotic requisites conscious awareness?
This chapter outlines a broad theory of sign use in natural and artificial systems
that was developed over several decades within the context of theoretical biology,
cybernetics, systems theory, biosemiotics, and neuroscience (Cariani 1989, 2001a,
b, 2011).
It begins with a survey of different approaches to semiosis in nature. General
functional properties of and operations on signs are then discussed, beginning with
the use of signs in computers and formal systems followed by a semiotic descrip
tion of the operational structure of scientific models that illustrates signmediated
syntax, semantic, and pragmatic relations in observers.
The framework is then expanded to cover perceptaction loops in animals and ro
bots by including signdirected action on the external world. Simple perceptaction
loops can be elaborated by incorporating sign mechanisms that permit flexible
mappings between percepts and actions. These coordinative mechanisms include
memory mechanisms, which allow actions to be contingent on past percepts, and
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multidimensional representation systems, which allow for complex conjunctions
(combinations and sequences) of percepts, concepts, and actions to be employed.
Goals can be incorporated in perceptaction systems to enable purposive behav
ior. Once internal goals, with their associated evaluative operations and steering
mechanisms, are added, perceptaction systems become purposive, cybernetic sys
tems that pursue their own embedded goals. By virtue of internal goals and capacity
for autonomous action in their pursuit, these systems acquire a degree of agency.
Adaptive modifications of semiotic operations change internal organizations to
better achieve goals through switching of existing sign mappings and physical self
construction of new semiotic relations. Communication becomes possible through
evolved sign conventions between such purposive, adaptive systems. Communica
tion then enables the sharing of meanings and, with it, cooperation toward shared
goals. All of the interactions and transactions of these various systems can be de
scribed in terms of signs and operations on them.
The last section considers biological brains in terms of these functional schemes
and biological brains. If mind is regarded as the functional, informational organiza
tion of the brain, then an elaborated neurosemiotic framework that deals in terms of
neural codes and signal processing operations becomes in effect a general semiotics
of psychological process and mental function. Additional neurophenomenological
bridge laws beyond this may be needed in order to account for conscious states and
their experiential contents.

42.2 Modes of Semiotic Discourse
Several different conceptual frameworks coexist in contemporary discourses about
semiotics, information, language, and knowledge that reflect fundamentally differ
ent perspectives and concerns. These include functional, epistemological, phenom
enological, and ontologicalstructural perspectives in which signs are distinguished,
respectively, by their uses, empirical appearances, experiential correlates, and sets
of alternative system states. This chapter focuses mainly on functional and episte
mological approaches.
Functional Semiotics Functional semiotics examines how signs work—how sys
tems are organized such that signs can achieve informational functions. In engi
neering terms, this concerns what constitute “the signals of a system,” i.e., how
alternative sets of signals are formed, transmitted, transformed, stored, and used to
carry out useful functions. Functional semiotic theories provide general frameworks
for understanding signs and signals that can be applied to organisms, nervous sys
tems, social organizations, and artificial devices to describe their internal operations
and informational transactions with their surrounds.
Epistemological Perspectives Epistemologically oriented semiotics concerns the
predictive meanings of signs for observers—how signs inform an observer of cur
rent and future world states and events. From the epistemic perspective, information
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involves “uncertainty reduction” on the observer’s part (Ashby 1956). Over the arc
of science, the role symbols play in the scientific models have become explicated
(Bridgman 1936; Cassirer 1955; van Fraassen 1980; von Glasersfeld 2007; Hertz
1894; Murdoch 1987).
Phenomenally Oriented Semiotics A phenomenally oriented semiotics concerns the
experiential aspects of signs—how signs are related to the contents of our conscious
awareness (MerleauPonty 1963).
Ontologically Oriented Semiotics One can ask, in what senses signs might be
thought to exist independently of observers, such that a sign need not be either
observed or used in order to be considered a sign. For logicists, signs and meanings
exist in possible worlds, not in the heads of embodied users. For platonic realists,
signs are ideal forms; for computationalists, information is algorithmic complexity.
Pansemiotics assumes that all that exist have a semiotic aspect, such that a “semio
sphere” is not distinguished from nonsemiotic realms.
Each of these approaches to semiotics has its own mode of explanation. Func
tional semiotics trades in informational organizations, operations, and mechanisms,
epistemological semiotics in operationalempirical predictions of intersubjectively
observable phenomena, phenomenal semiotics in direct experience, and ontological
semiotics in postulated world metaphors (Pepper 1942). The approaches comple
ment each other, and serve different explanatory purposes, such that no one ap
proach necessarily renders the others invalid.

42.3 Sign Functions
Signs play several distinct functional roles in organisms and artificial devices: com
munication, coordination, construction, memory, analysis (mapping, representing,
recognizing, and analyzing), and prediction (objects, situations, and events).
These functionalities of signs can be grouped under the rubrics of construction,
coordination, and communication. First, signs guide the construction, maintenance,
and reproduction of complex structural organizations, from living organisms to hu
man institutions and societies. Second, in both nervous systems of organisms and
control systems of robots, signs and signals provide the informational frameworks
for appropriate, effective action. Third, in natural societies and artificial networks,
signs and signals permit communication of messages and coordination of behavior.
SignMediated Communication Human written and spoken language is the most
obvious use of signs, where strings of phonetic and lexical symbols convey informa
tion between human senders and receivers (Miller 1951; Cherry 1966). The broad
fields of linguistics and zoosemiotics deal with the specific sign structures, mecha
nisms, and functions that involve human and animal communication. In humans,
animals, and machines, communicative sign systems permit guidance of action,
coordination of behavior, and sharing of information about the environment and the
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internal mental states of others. In addition to communicating explicit messages,
signs can also be used evocatively, as in nonverbal communication and the arts, to
express and induce emotional states by directly modulating internal mental states of
their recipient interpreters (Ecco 1976; Langer 1967). The purpose of evocative sign
use is to change experience rather than to inform.
SignGuided Physical Construction Signs mediate the formation of complex bio
logical and social organizations. At the core of every living organism is a signbased,
genetic code that guides its formative development and ongoing selfconstruction
and regulation (Barbieri 2003, 2008; Emmeche 1994; Hoffmeyer 1996, 2007; Pattee
2008, 2012b). Likewise, for fabricated artefacts, signencoded plans guide design
and construction processes. In social systems, laws, currencies, and plans encoded
in signs play similar roles in organizing and coordinating action, from daily to trans
generational timescales. In each realm, the construction process employs explicit
signs to guide sequences of nonsemiotic, physical processes that produce end prod
ucts. In selfmodifying systems, the end product is a change in the producing orga
nization itself.
SignMediated Coordination in PerceptAction Systems All sensorimotor systems,
in animals and robots, involve coordinating perception and action, such that appro
priate actions are taken in light of current sensory inputs. At the core of all senso
rimotor loops in animals exist neural codes in which sensory distinctions, internal
coordinative states, and motor commands are systematically encoded via differ
ent patterns of neural activity. Analogously, in artificial robotic systems, sensors
produce internal signals that feed into a coordinative decision mechanism, that
determines which action will be taken, and issues effector commands that carry out
physical actions.
Representation and Concept Construction Signs are used to construct systematic
internal maps that can be used for sensory analysis, pattern recognition, anticipatory
prediction, deliberation and planning, and motor programs that prepare for, choose,
and enact prospective behavior. Sensory attributes, features, and concepts encoded
in systems of neural signs support combinatoric representational systems whose
compositionality provides enormous descriptive differentiating power (e.g., “yel
low boat”) through the construction of new concepts.1
Value and Purpose In natural, artificial, and social systems, signs are used to imple
ment internal goalseeking control systems that steer behavior. In social systems,
money systems use symbolic tokens of exchange (currencies) for signmediated
systems of valuation. The core of classical cybernetics was concerned with how
systems are organized to reliably achieve internal purposes (Ashby 1956; de Latil
1956; Rosenblueth and Wiener 1950; Rosenblueth et al. 1943).
1

We use the term “representation” advisedly, despite considerable unwanted implicit realist
referentialist philosophical baggage it carries from some sectors of cognitive science and phi
losophy (Bickhard and Terveen 1995). It is used here as in the neurosciences as a systematic
set of distinctions, without any assumptions about what is being represented or signified, or the
veridicality of the representation.
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Memory Memory entails the persistence of signs over time, such that situations and
events encoded in signs at an earlier time can be recalled later. Genetic information
is stored in a molecular memory (DNA) that can be read out at different times over
the life span of the organism for purposes of ongoing selfregulation, repair, and
reproduction. Memory in nervous systems allows past events to provide context for
interpreting current ones, and written signs permit cultural memories to influence
new generations.
Prediction Anticipatorypredictive systems use signs to predict future events. In
animals, the storage of neural information in longterm memory serves as a guide
for prospective action. “The purpose of remembering the past is to anticipate the
future.”2 Organisms and machines use signencoded past experience to anticipate
likely future consequences of similar events occurring in the present and the differ
ential effects of alternate courses of action.
Semiotic systems thus play diverse critical functional roles in natural, social, and
artificial worlds. Organisms utilize signs on several levels: genetic codes that guide
the construction and maintenance of the body, molecular combinatorics that create
immune system diversity, and neuronal signaling systems that steer and implement
complex behaviors. Nervous systems in turn permit representational and communi
cation systems between individuals that enable complex ongoing social coordina
tions that can extend far beyond individual life spans. In artificial systems, signals
carry out a host of informational functions: encoding and processing of sensory
information, pattern analysis, calculation, information storage and retrieval, antici
patory prediction, deliberation, communications, and control of actions.

42.4 Semiotic Systems as Modes of Organization
Traditionally, semiotics emerged from the study of human sign systems for com
munication, where language use and meaning making were assumed to be uniquely
human capabilities. Zoosemiotics greatly widened the horizons to encompass ani
mal communication, and biosemiotics further expands the scope of semiotics to
include genetic sign systems at the core of life itself. In this wider world of signs,
human language and meaning making becomes a very special case in the universe
that constitutes the semiosphere (Hoffmeyer 1996).
Fundamental questions for this wider, naturalized semiotics, therefore, must fo
cus first on how semiotic processes in the natural world can be distinguished from
nonsemiotic processes. What natural systems can reasonably be called semiotic?
Living systems, by virtue of their use of DNA generally qualify as semiotic, where
as vanishingly few, if any, nonliving natural systems appear to lend themselves to
descriptions that involve signs and sign functions. A system can be regarded as se
miotic if sign distinctions can be identified that switch its internal state or behavior.
2

Inscription seen on an antinuclear poster produced by Hard Rain, Cambridge, MA, c. 1978.
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This means it must have distinguishable states that can serve as sign distinctions
and some means by which different sign states switch the internal organization
of the system, i.e., interpret the sign, to alter subsequent behavior. In operational
terms, one is justified in describing a particular natural system in semiotic terms,
be it organism, brain, society, or robot, when one can also specify concretely how
one would directly observe the sign distinctions, interpretive mechanisms, and their
consequences.
We propose that signs be considered as configurational, organizational distinc
tions that make a significant difference in the subsequent organization and behavior
of a system. Sign systems entail a particular kind of organization embedded (and
“embodied”) in a material substrate. For present purposes, the configurational dif
ferences that make functional differences will be called sign distinctions or sign
states, whereas the vehicles by which the distinctions are physically realized will be
called, more or less interchangeably, signs, symbols, or signals.
The perspective of hylomorphism, articulated by Aristotle in De Anima (McKe
on 1941), is an extremely useful philosophical vantage point for considering the
functional possibilities of organized matter (Favareau 2008; Graham 1987; Modrak
1987). In the hylomorphic view, living systems, semiotic systems, purposive sys
tems, adaptive systems, and even conscious systems derive their respective proper
ties, not from special characteristics of their constituent material, but from their
particular types of organization. For life, this view seems quite intuitive:
If we equate form with organization, which is not far from Aristotle’s intention), his theory
states in effect that living matter is matter whose organization can perpetuate and extend
itself during growth and reproduction and throughout cycles of material renewal. It perpetu
ates and extends itself by imparting its organization to matter possessing the potentiality of
being so organized. (Hall 1969, vol. 1, p. 112)

We take the form of organization that defines life to be autopoiesis, i.e., a network
of mutually supporting selfproduction processes (Maturana 1981; Mingers 1995).3
Different kinds of organizations give rise to distinct characteristic properties.
Living systems autopoietically regenerate their components and organizations, se
miotic systems switch behavior contingent on particular configurations, purposive
systems steer their behavior to best attain embedded goals, and adaptive systems
modify their internal structure in order to better achieve particular goals. Thus, the
organizational criteria for living, semiotic, and purposive systems are independent
of one another, and semiotic systems thus need not be living, purposive, or adaptive
in order to utilize signs.
A salient example is a digital electronic computer. Although the computer in
its design and fabrication is wholly a byproduct of living systems, nevertheless it
can be considered, purely apart from its human origins, as a purely syntactic sign
manipulating engine that, by itself, is neither living, purposive, nor adaptive.
3

The general concept, from theoretical biology, is related to selfreproducing automata (von Neu
mann 1948), metabolismrepair systems (Rosen 1991), autocatalytic sets, hypercycles, and hyper
sets. Regenerative networks also characterize brains (Cariani 2000b, 2001b) and social systems
(Luhmann 2013), pp. 70–83.
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Semiotic systems

Examples

Unorganized matter
Gases, liquids, solids, plasmas
Ultrastable systems
Systems w/o alternative macrostates
Systems w/o attractor dynamics
Noninformational biological processes
Digestion, metabolism, catabolism

Functionalities

Examples

Perception
Directed action
Coordination
Communication
Representation
Computation
Memory
Adaptation
Construction

Humans and animals
Nervous systems
Information networks
Communications systems
Social organizations
Living systems
Speech & language
Robots
Computers

Fig. 42.1 Semiotic and nonsemiotic systems. Systems can be divided by whether their organi
zational structures and dynamics support signs and sign functions. Basic functionalities of signs,
signals, and symbols in semiotic systems. Examples include natural, social, and artificial sign
using systems

This perspective presented here thus differs from the idea, held by many biose
mioticians, that semiosis is necessarily coextensive with and dependent on life (Kull
et al. 2010). In our view the special form of organization that is characteristic of
semiotic systems uses different, configurational states to switch system behavior.
Although all sign systems are appropriately organized material systems, relatively
few material systems are semiotic systems because they do not have internal orga
nizations capable of supporting signs and sign functions (Fig. 42.1).

42.5 Semiotics and Information
The term “information” has a very wide range of common meanings (Gleick 2011),
many of which embody concepts from semiotics (Nöth 1990), as well as many
others that do not. Concepts of genetic information in biology and information pro
cessing in psychology have long histories. The definition and role of information is
a topic of ongoing discussion and debate in the biosemiotics community (Barbieri
2013, 2007; Brier and Joslyn 2013; Marcos 2011; Pattee 2013).
The semiotic, configurationdriven switching processes discussed here can be
regarded as “informational processes” or “informational operations,” if one con
ceives of “information” in terms of alternative internal functional states that are in
terpreted or “read out” by the system. The alternativestates functional usage is the
sense of information in which one can meaningfully talk about genetic information
or information stored in a computer, as specified distinctions among sets of alterna
tives that have functional relevance (meaning) for those systems.
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Although Shannon’s information theory deals only with the reliable transmis
sion of sign states (signals), where the “readout” process is wholly syntactic and
devoid of semantic or pragmatic meaning, the framework of signal transmission
and reception is still a functional one. Other early, contemporaneous approaches
to information theory dealt with meaning in terms of changes in internal represen
tational states, purposes, and/or behavioral consequences (Cherry 1966; Mackay
1969; Miller 1951).
The notion of alternative, accessible states also underlies statistical mechanical
conceptions that quantify the amount of information in a physical system in terms of
negative entropy (the negative sum of the logarithms of the probabilities of alterna
tive states). The similarities and differences between functional and physical con
ceptions of information were only slowly worked out, and are still being debated,
in physics, cybernetics, information theory, and engineering (Barbieri 2013; Gleick
2011; Marcos 2011). It would seem that the main difference between functional and
physical information is whether the alternative states in the description are defined
functionally, in terms of some interpretive, “readout” system versus whether the
consequent state transitions are regarded as purely physical alternatives.
One way to reconcile functional and physical accounts is to recognize that al
though in principle every system can be described in terms of the physical dynam
ics of its parts, some systems that would be recognized as utilizing configuration
dependent, signbased operations can also be described in terms of higherlevel
functional states and operations on them that do not explicitly refer to lowerlevel
physical laws and ratedependent dynamics. Thus, a physics of symbols based on
alternative available modes of description is possible that can address questions
such as “how does a molecule become a message?,” what makes the genetic code
a code?, why do discrete symbol strings lie at the heart of all living systems?, and
what are the physical requisites of memory systems? (Pattee 1972,2008, 2012b,
2013).
In this view, there is a complementarity between functional “linguistic” descrip
tions and physical “dynamic” descriptions—they illuminate different aspects of a
system under consideration. For example, the operation of a digital computer can be
described both in terms of rulegoverned operations on its higherlevel, functional,
0|1 machine states, and in terms of lawgoverned microdynamics of its physical
hardware. Likewise, a strand of DNA can be described symbolically, as an infor
mational nucleotide sequence that is read out in some particular way to switch the
behavior of a cell, or in terms of its noninformational molecular structure and dy
namics.
This multipledescriptions perspective differs from the view, still dominant in
much of artificial intelligence, computer science, linguistics, and cognitive science,
that all significant matters can be described computationally, in terms of rules op
erating on discrete symbols, such that the dynamics become largely irrelevant. Al
ternately, there are those who reject this application of the computer metaphor to
mind and brain (Carello et al. 1984) in favor of purely dynamical accounts (Juarrero
1999; van Gelder and Port 1995).
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The computationalist, symbolsandrules approach presumes digitalsequential
codes, whereas dynamical systems theorists strongly favor analog, continuous time
mechanisms (Michaels and Carello 1981). However, natural and artificial systems
appear to utilize both analog and digital signals, albeit for different functions. Dis
crete (digital) and continuous (analog) codes have different strengths and weak
nesses: digital codes enable combinatorial expressive power and resistance to noise
(von Neumann 1958), whereas iconic, analog codes degrade gracefully under stress
and do not impose artificial feature categories in their representations (see also dis
cussions of iconicity in Ecco 1976; Nöth 1990). Codes can also be of mixed digital
analog composition. In the neural realm, temporal, interspike interval codes that
subserve periodicity perception (pitch and cutaneous flutter vibration) and sound
localization are mixtures of analog and digital aspects, because they use the con
tinuously variable relative timings of discrete pulsatile action potentials to form
sensory representations (Cariani 1995, 1999).
Related also to functional conceptions of information is the epistemic sense of
how an observed event or knowledge of a piece of information changes its observer.
The arrival of a message, regardless of how many other possible alternative mes
sages could have been sent and received, bears no information for its recipient if
its contents were completely predictable. In terms of an observer, does the message
(or measurement) reduce the observer’s uncertainty regarding the possible (observ
able) states of a system (Ashby 1956)? When a message is received or measurement
made, many possible outcomes collapse to one observed one, and this reduction of
uncertainty from many to one is the measure of information gained.4

42.6 Basic Semiotic Operations
The following sections outline the semiotic organizations of various basic kinds of
systems, ranging from computers and formal systems to scientific models, to simple
perceptaction systems, and to adaptive systems that modify their semiotic func
tionalities. First, basic semiotic relations and operations are described, then simple
systems are considered, followed by those with increasing degrees of adaptive self
modification and selfconstruction.
The operational structure of the systems to be discussed consists of a few kinds
of primitive semiotic operations that involve transformations of sign states and pro
cesses that lie outside the sign system. The proposed operations fit neatly into the
semiotic triad of Charles Morris, which invokes three different complementary as
pects of sign function: syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics.
…pragmatics is that portion of the semiotic which deals with the origin, uses, and effects
of signs within the behavior in which they occur; semantics deals with the signification of
4

This epistemic sense, which is agnostic regarding the world distal to measuring devices, is very
different from the realistreferentialist sense of information as true knowledge about the world as
it really is, e.g., Dretske 1981, i.e. knowledge that exists independently of observers and observa
tions.
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INPUT
TYPE
Sign
distinction

Physical
state

Sign distinction
Computation
(syntactics)
S

C

S

Measurement
(semantics)
P

M

S

Physical state
Action
(semantics)
S

A

P

Physical
interaction
(nonsemiotic)
P

I

P

PRAGMATIC
OPERATION
Evaluation
S

E

P

Switching
S

∆C

Construction
S Cs

EFFECT ON SYSTEM
Measurement directed at
changing semiotic relations
P

S

M

∆M, ∆C, ∆A

Sign-directed alteration of
computations on existing signs
S

∆C

Sign-directed action that
physically modifies
signs and/or sign operations
S
A
P
∆M, ∆C, ∆A

Fig. 42.2 Semiotic operational primitives and selfmodification processes. Left. Basic semiotic
operations that mediate between signs and the world outside the semiotic system. The box icons
containing letters C, A, M, and I, respectively, represent operations of computation, action, mea
surement, and nonsemiotic physical interaction that are used in figures throughout this chapter.
Right. Basic pragmatic operations involved in adaptive modification of functional organization of
perceptaction systems (Figs. 42.8 and 42.9)
signs in all modes of signifying; syntactics deals with combinations of signs without regard
to their specific significations or their relation to the behavior in which they occur. When so
conceived, pragmatics, semantics, and syntactics, are all interpretable within a behaviorally
oriented semiotic, syntactics studying the ways in which signs are combined, semantics
studying the signification of signs, and so the interpretant behavior without which there is
no signification, pragmatics studying the origin, uses, and effects of signs within the total
behavior of the interpretants of signs. The difference does not lie in the presence or absence
of behavior but in the sector of behavior under consideration. The full account of signs will
involve all three considerations. (Morris 1946), p. 219. See also (Nöth 1990)

Syntactic transformations perform operations on signs irrespective of their linkages
to the external world or their purposes. Semantic operations determine relations be
tween signs and the world outside the system. Pragmatic operations determine how
signs are used by the system to achieve system goals.5
Several basic types of semiotic transactions form the basic functionalities of
perceptaction systems (Fig. 42.2). Computations are syntactic, rulegoverned op
erations that map sign states to other sign states. Measurements are operations that
involve the free interaction of a measuring device (sensor) with the external world
that produce one of several possible signs (“pointer readings”) that are associated
with different measurement outcomes. Actions here are signdirected operations
5

There are some substantial differences between Morrisean and Piercian semiotics in their de
scriptions of sign relations (see Brier 2008; Brier and Joslyn 2013; Ecco 1976; Nöth 1990; Queiroz
et al. 2011; Vehkavaara 2008) for discussions. Although Pierce and Morris were both pragma
tists—C. S. Pierce founded the movement—Piercian theory with its triad of signifier, referent,
and interpretant is more compatible with realist ontologies, whereas the Morrissean triad is more
compatible with epistemologies that are ontologically agnostic. These epistemological/ontological
splits parallel pragmatistrealist debates in philosophy of science (van Fraassen 1980; Murdoch
1987).
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alone
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output
state

computation

Sin

Sout

C

Human programmer/user/interpreter
collects data

interprets results

environment

environment

Fig. 42.3 Formalcomputational systems. Left hand side, outer bracket. Functional boundaries of
an isolated computer. Operational structure of a purely syntactic engine such as a computer. The
computation operation deterministically maps input sign states (Sin) to output sign states (Sout). The
symbolic input and output states have no causal relationship to the external world. Vertical bars:
Functional boundaries of an isolated computer and a human–computer combination

that determine the behavior of an effector, which result in nonsemiotic physical con
sequences.6 Using these basic operations, it is possible to outline the core functional
organization of many different kinds of natural and artificial semiotic systems, such
as living organisms, computers, scientific models, animals and robots, and adaptive
and evolutionary systems.7

42.7 Purely Syntactic Systems: Computers and Formal
Systems
The simplest semiotic systems are purely syntactic systems whose behavior can
be described completely in terms of sign states and determinate transformations
between them. Within this semiotic framework, the basic semiotic operation that re
liably maps input sign states to output sign states is called “computation.” A purely
syntactic system is one that consists only of computations on sign states (Fig. 42.3).
Uninterpreted formal systems and computers are purely syntactic systems, in that
their operation relies solely on applying rules to sign types and comparing sign
6

For example, a switch that actuates a motor opens a drawbridge, the latter physical motions being
nonsemiotic consequences of the switch sign state.
7
Analogous attempts have been made from within artificial intelligence and cognitive science
frameworks to ground language meaning in the semiotics of perceptaction cycles (Roy 2005).
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types. Digital and analog computers are purely syntactic engines to the extent that
they reliably map input states to output states, such that the same input state always
produces the same output state. By their design, computers operate in an ultrareli
able manner that emulates the errorfree behavior of a formal procedure, such that
their behaviors are formally isomorphic to deterministic finite state automata.
Purely syntactic systems, such as isolated computers, have no linkages to the
world outside the system; their internal sign states have no inherent semantics and
they operate entirely on meaningless symbols. Formal systems and computers by
themselves thus are not informationally connected to the world outside the semi
otic system. As a consequence, there are no causal linkages between their internal
states and the world, such that their internal sign states have no external semantics
of their own. Thus, nothing is learned about the world through computation alone.
What computation tells us are the consequences of particular specified rules on sign
systems.
Although computers can be considered apart from their human designers, pro
grammers, and users, typically humans choose the inputs and computations to
be performed, interpret the computational results, and take whatever appropriate
physical action is needed. Computer programs are typically run with some external
semantics in the user’s mind (e.g., what the sign states in the computer are meant
to “represent”). In this larger human–machine system, the human provides nonar
bitrary semantic linkages between the external world and the computer’s internal
sign states.
Depending upon where one puts the locus of decisionmaking control, one can
see the human as providing the computer with sensors and effectors that causally
connect the machine directly to the world, or alternately, one can see the computer
as providing the human with extended computational, coordinative, deliberative
faculties for determining which actions to take in particular circumstances.

42.8 Scientific Models as PerceptualPredictive Systems
Predictive models can be constructed if measurement operations are combined with
computations. Perhaps, the clearest explications of the semiotics of perception and
anticipatory prediction can be found in discussions of the formal, operational struc
ture of scientific predictive models.8 Because formal predictive models rely on mea
surements that produce signs (“pointer readings”) and predictive algorithms that
utilize formal procedures on sign states, the entire process of making a prediction

8

Nowhere has this operational structure, which encompasses the roles of symbols, measurements,
and mathematical computations, been more selfconsciously and rigorously contemplated than
in the latenineteenth and earlytwentiethcentury physics. Operationalist and realist accounts
of scientific method contended, culminating in debates over the meaning of quantum mechanics
(Murdoch 1987; van Fraassen 1980; Bridgman 1936). Parallel debates raged in the foundations of
mathematics (Cariani 2012b).
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Fig. 42.4 Operational, semiotic structure of predictive scientific models. The Hertzian commuta
tion diagram. Measuring devices interact with the external world to produce sign states (Sinitial) that
become the initial conditions of the computations (C) that produce predicted outcome sign states
(Spredicted) for other subsequent measurements Sfinal. The predictive model is successful when pre
dicted result Spredicted matches observed result Sfinal. The measuring devices determine relations of
sign states to the external world (external semantics), while computational transformations deter
mine relations of sign states to each other (syntactics)

from the results of a measurement is entirely explicit and wellspecified in terms of
signs and operations on them.

42.8.1

The Hertzian Commutation Diagram

The basic operational structure of scientific models was explicated by Heinrich
Hertz near the close of the nineteenth century (Fig. 42.4). Here, an observer makes
a measurement that produces symbols, “pointer readings,” that become the initial
conditions for a formal predictive model. Using the algorithm that implements the
model, the observer then computes the predicted observed state of the system under
observation. A second measurement is made and compared to the prediction. When
the two sets of symbols agree, “the image of the consequent” is congruent with the
“consequence of the image,” and the model has made a successful prediction.
Mathematicians and physicists were first to gain clear awareness of this symbolic character
of their basic implements. The new ideal of knowledge, to which this whole development
points, was brilliantly formulated by Heinrich Hertz in the introduction to Principles of
Mechanics. He declares that the most pressing and important function of our natural science
is to be able to foresee future experience—and he goes on to describe the method by which
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science derives the future from the past: We make ‘inner fictions or symbols’ of outward
objects, and these symbols are so constituted that the necessary consequences of the images
are always images of the necessary consequences of the imaged objects. (Cassirer 1955,
p. 75)

Hertz goes on to say in his introduction that further agreement with the structure
of the world is not necessary for purposes of prediction, and in any case there is no
way to know about the world beyond the measuring devices except through such
predictive agreements between images (symbols; Hertz 1894).
The measuring devices used determine the observables of the model, its cat
egories, which in turn form the dimensional structure of the model (which is why
all measured quantities in science are described in terms of a numerical value ac
companied by a dimensional type, “units” (Bridgman 1931). Because the measur
ing devices employed determine the model’s categories, their judicious choice is
absolutely crucial to predictive success.9
A detailed and extensive formal analysis of modeling relations that further drew
out its fundamental epistemological and systemstheoretic implications can be
found in the work of theoretical biologist Rosen (1985, 1991).

42.8.2

Semiotics of Scientific Modeling Relations

Hertzian modeling relations bear semantic relations. Measurements realize seman
tic operations by linking particular world situations and events to internal sign states
(more precisely, these are linkages between joint sensorworld states and internal
sign states). The measuring devices causally connect internal signs to the world out
side the model, thereby fixing their external semantics. Without physical measur
ing devices and measurements, there can be no “symbol grounding” or perceptual
transactions with the material world ( contra Harnad 1990).
Computations realize purely syntactic operations by deterministically linking
the initial sign states to final, predictive sign states. Once the initial computational
states are specified, the rules of the formal predictive model take over and operate
on the sign types to produce predictions.
Finally, there are pragmatic relations between the symbolstates and the observ
er's purposes, i.e., to what ends or goals does the model prediction benefit? The
comparison of the prediction with the measurement is an evaluative operation that
then guides subsequent action. If the model (measurements + predictive algorithm)
does not succeed in predicting the subsequent measurement, then either the predic
tive algorithm or the measurements (model observables) will need to be modified in
some way (modification process not depicted in Fig. 42.4).

9

While most attention has been paid to the formal parts of the modeling relation, the operational
description of a scientific experiment also includes tacit physical actions that are only incomplete
ly described (e.g., materials, skills, and work needed), that are needed to build measuring devices
and set up experimental conditions (“preparing the system”).
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The modeling relation is perhaps the clearest demonstration that the three se
miotic relations (syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics) and their corresponding
operations (computation, measurement, evaluation) are complementary aspects
of signs, and therefore, irreducible. One cannot replace semantics with syntactics
(computations cannot completely supplant measurements, computer modeling can
not completely replace empirical science). Pragmatic valuations cannot supplant
empirical measurements (semantics). Desires (pragmatic goals, what one seeks to
predict) cannot be provided by either measurement or computation.
The three semiotic aspects correspond to three complementary types of truths:
analytical truths that can be verified by means of computational, syntactic opera
tions, empirical truths that can be ascertained by means of measurements, which are
semantic operations, and pragmatic truths, or truths of efficacy that can only be as
sessed by evaluation operations that are relative to goals. The specification of how
a proposition is to be evaluated (by formal procedures, empirical tests, or effective
ness assessments) determines the nature of the “truth” it expresses.10
Thus, logic primarily focuses on analytical truths that are necessary consequenc
es of syntactic, sign conventions. Science primarily focuses on empirical truths that
reveal the relational structure of the external world through appearances of mea
surementgenerated signs. The fine arts and the practical arts (engineering, medi
cine) focus respectively on uncovering pragmatic truths that show how particular
aesthetic and technical goals can be attained.11

42.8.3

Model State–Transition Structure and the Epistemic Cut

The measurement problem in physics, which was brought on by the measurement
dependent nature of quantum mechanical phenomena, involved arguments over
where one draws the boundaries between the observer and the observed world—the
epistemic cut (Barbieri 2013; Pattee 2012b, 2013). Equivalently, this is the boundary
where illdefined material processes distal to the measuring devices end and explic
it, unambiguous symbols and formal operations on them begin. Thus, illdefined,
nonsemiotic physical processes, Kantian noumena, and Bohmian “implicate orders”
are on the one side of the measurement divide (Bohm 1981), whereas entirely well
defined symbols and formal operations, Kantian phenomena, and Bohmian expli
cate orders are on the other. However, if the observer can arbitrarily change what is
measured, e.g., by making measurements on the measuring devices to incorporate
them into the model, then the cut is illdefined.12 However, once the measuring

10

Specification of the mode by a proposition that is to be evaluated returns us to a clear Kantian
analytic-synthetic-practical distinction ( contra Quine).
11
We also reject the postmodernist construction of “technoscience,” which conflates science (suc
cessful understanding, empirical truths) with technology (successful action, pragmatic truths).
12
As von Neumann showed in 1932, one cannot completely eliminate measurements by succes
sively subsuming them into the formal predictive model, for to do so leads to infinite regresses
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devices along with their operational states are specified and fixed, i.e., once a fixed
observational frame is adopted, then the cut can be operationally determined.
One can examine the structure of transitions between sign states associated with
the semiotic operations in the model (Fig. 42.5). Initial experimental conditions are
set up and the measuring devices are first put into an initial reference state R1. Then,
they interact with their surroundings to transit to one of several output states M1–M3
that become the initial conditions of the predictive formal model. Calculations are
carried out to predict the final observed state and this outcome is compared with
what is actually observed in the test measurements under different conditions (e.g.,
at other times, places, temperatures, etc.).
Measurements have contingent state transitions (STs), i.e., a reference state
transits to one of several alternate output states. Computations, on the other hand,
have determinate state transitions (each predecessor state has a unique successor
state). The measurement followed by the predictive computation, therefore, has a
characteristic ST form. The epistemic cut (vertical dotted line) between measure
ment and computation lies at the point of contingency, in the transitions between
reference (R1, R2) and outcome states (M1− 3, M4− 6). An external observer examin
(von Neumann 1955). Therefore, the two kinds of operations are primitive: they complement each
other.
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Fig. 42.6 Semiotic percept-action systems. The schematics of von Uexküll ( left) and McCulloch
( right) depict transactions between inner and outer realms (McCulloch 1946; von Uexküll 1926).
The set of possible innerworld semiotic distinctions demarcates an organism’s umwelt. McCull
och’s diagram shows simple reflex loops ( outer drome) and those mediated by the central nervous
system (CNS; inner drome). The loops pass through physical processes in the environment

ing a measuring process followed by model prediction can clearly demarcate the
two operations by their observed STs, thereby resolving the measurement problem,
provided that the observational frame corresponds to the sign states of the model.13
Under these empirical, systemstheoretic criteria, a given system appears to embody
a modeling relation when an observational frame can be specified, such that the ST
structures associated with measurement and computation can be observed.

42.9 Percept–Action Systems
Percept–action systems sense their environment, determine what action to take, and
act on it, all using sign distinctions and operations. All organisms continually sense
their surrounds and react to sensed changes. Animals have evolved nervous systems
that are specialized for rapid and flexible responses that are contingent both on
current perceptions and internal drive states. Percepts trigger actions, which in turn
produce external changes that produce new percepts (Powers 1973). Intermediate
between sensory inputs and motor outputs are neural, semiotic distinctions that map
percepts to actions, Fig. 42.6 (McCulloch 1946; von Uexküll 1926). Internalized
organismic goal states steer, switch, and reorganize perceptaction mappings so as
to more reliably satisfy system imperatives (homeostasis, selfpreservation, repro
duction).
This basic cyclical organization of perception, action, and its coordination has
been understood since ancient times (Hall 1969; Modrak 1987). As William James

13

Clear demarcations between semiotic functionalities are, therefore, only possible within the
context of a particular, fixed observational frame. As with other foundational problems, ambiguity
and indeterminacy can be replaced with clarity and consistency once operationalist definitions that
specify methods of observation, calculation, and evaluation are adopted.
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semantics

syntactics

pragmatics

Fig. 42.7 Semiotics of cybernetic perceptaction systems: basic structures, functions and semiotic
roles. Semantics: sensors and effectors determine causal relations between the system and its envi
ronment. Syntactics: coordinative processes map current percepts to commands that activate effec
tors to produce actions. Pragmatics: signdirected processes that evaluate performance according
to internal goal criteria and adjust perceptaction mappings accordingly to improve it (via short
term steerings, intermediateterm switchings, and longterm modification of physical hardware)

put it, “This whole neural organism…is, physiologically considered, but a machine
for converting stimuli into reactions; and the intellectual part of our life is knit up
with but the middle or ‘central’ portion of the machine’s activities” (James 1890,
vol. 2, p. 374). Likewise, biologists, psychologists, and neuroscientists have long
appreciated their anatomical substrates in sensory organs, brains, and muscles.
However, understanding the internal cybernetic, goalseeking mechanisms that in
Herbert Spencer’s words “adjust inner relations to outer ones” came to science con
siderably later (Arbib 1989; Craik 1966; James 1890).
Perceptaction systems can also be analyzed in similar semiotic terms as predic
tive models once signdirected actions are coupled to the predictive processes in the
models. Actions allow the signs that are produced as predictions to influence the
external world by directing the motions of effectors.
A comprehensive taxonomy of perceptaction systems can be formulated in
which the faculties of sensing (measurement), coordination (computation), and ef
fecting (action) are all subject to adaptive modification (Fig. 42.7). As in Fig. 42.5,
syntactic relations are arranged along the horizontal axis, and semantic relations on
the vertical one. Fixed, nonadaptive perceptaction systems end here.
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In adaptive perceptaction systems, goaldriven, adaptive changes in syntactic
and semantic relations are implemented according to how well the actions satisfy
internal goals. This involves internal mechanisms that modify system functions.
The process of evaluating action and altering system operations accordingly is de
picted along the additional pragmatic axis in the center of the diagram. An adaptive
system can modify its perceptaction mappings by choosing new coordinative com
putations that change relations between existing perceptual signs and motor com
mands (adaptive “switching” or “steering” of action). Perceptaction mappings can
also be modified by physical constructions of coordinative hardware that expand
the numbers of internal sign states and/or increase the dimensionality of the compu
tational sign space. These changes can be brought about by hardware modifications,
such as expanded memory capacity (new computational states) and the addition of
new internal signal types (new dimensions).

42.9.1

Nonadaptive PerceptAction Systems

The functional organization of fixed, nonadaptive perceptaction systems is
schematized in Fig. 42.8 (top panel). One could think of the most primitive per
ceptaction system in terms of a simple organism or robotic device that has sen
sors, effectors, a coordinative apparatus for determining which actions are to be
taken in response to which particular perceived environmental and internal states
(von Neumann 1958). The measuring devices of the scientific model become the
sensors, and the predictive algorithm becomes the coordinative part that determines
which available action will be produced. Here, the measurement and computation
operations in effect make a decision as to which action should be taken rather than a
prediction of some future observed state. Given particular sensory stimulus, a fixed,
nonadaptive perceptaction system will always produce the same action decision in
response. Decision choices then command the effectors of the device to act on the
external world to influence it in some way.
As with sensors in scientific models, the effectors of the system provide causal
linkages between the sign system and the external world, whereas for sensors, the
causal linkages run in the direction from interactions with the world that in turn in
fluence internal functional states, for effectors, these causal linkages run in the other
direction, from internal functional states to changes in the world. Thus, one can
speak in terms of sensory semantics and action semantics depending on the nature
of the immediate causal linkages of the signs involved.14

14

The semiotic operation of signinitiated action (Fig. 2, left panel) describes some signdirected
process that activates effectors to act on the world outside the sign system. The ensuing world
change is not semiotic, as it lies outside the functional boundaries of the sign system. If it were
describable in semiotic terms, depending on whether it involved determinate or contingent STs, the
process would respectively resemble either computation or measurement.
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Fig. 42.8 Top: Basic semiotic structure of simple perceptaction systems, in terms of measure
ment (M), computations/coordinations (C), signdirected actions (A), and physical action that
takes place outside the semiotic realm. Bottom: Observed statetransition structure of semiotic
operations. Circles indicate sign states, while squares indicate unobserved nonsign states. Epis
temic and control cuts demarcate the functional boundaries of signmediated determinate state
transitions (STs). Effects of actions on subsequent measurements that close the loop are omitted
from the ST diagram

42.9.2

Functional Boundaries: Epistemic and Control Cuts

The operational statetransition structure of a simple perceptaction sequence is de
picted in Fig. 42.6 (bottom). Here, measurements produce alternative sign states
that are then in turn determinately mapped onto other sign states to produce action
decisions activate effectors to produce physical actions. In the case of measure
ments, the specific sign states that are produced are contingent on processes outside
the sign system (the physical actions and interactions of measuring devices and en
vironments). For actions, physical changes in the environment are contingent upon
a signdirected process. Thus, although both sensing and action realize contingent,
semantic linkages, the directionality of the causal linkage is reversed, such that the
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meaning of a perceived distinction to an organism or device is different from that of
an action. But the action is not a purely unidirectional causation because organisms
and devices form ongoing perceptaction loops that extend into and out of the envi
ronment (the semiotic circles of Fig. 42.5), i.e., actions partially cause subsequent
perceptions that in turn cause subsequent actions.
Just as there is an epistemic cut that divides illdefined indeterminate processes
from the welldefined outcomes of measurements, there is a “control cut” that di
vides welldefined and determinate decision processes from the manifold influenc
es that the actions of the engaged effectors have on the external world. This control
cut demarcates a semiotic realm that is controlled from within (internal causation),
from an exterior realm whose changes occur more or less independently of the sign
system. The control cut is the functional boundary of the perceptaction system on
the action side.
Whenever a fixed, predictable prosthetic device is controlled by the effectors
of a perceptaction system, the functional boundary of the semiotic realm of the
perceptaction system on the action side, the control cut, moves outward to the point
of contingency of the influence of the action on the external world.
These functional semiotic boundaries may have profound psychological and phe
nomenological implications and correlates (MerleauPonty 1963). From the subjec
tive perspective of its conscious user, a prosthetic device is felt as a part of one’s
own self. As a working hypothesis, the self, as a field of internal circular–causal
loops (McCulloch 1946, 1951), may be demarcated by these function–alcausal
boundaries. Those internal sign changes that are contingent with respect to internal
causation are experienced as sensations, whereas those that are internally generated
(selfinitiated) are experienced as thoughts and volitions. The intervening semiotic
realm between these two cuts forms a locus of sensory information and control that
is relatively autonomous of the environment, and a locus that is coextensive with
our perceived sense of self and will.

42.10 Adaptive PerceptAction Systems
Goalseeking, purposive systems and their pragmatic steering linkages can be in
corporated into the semiotic framework. An adaptive goalseeking system (a.k.a.
a cybernetic system) alters its internal structure so as to better achieve its internal
goals (Ackoff and Emery 1972).
Goal seeking in natural systems does not require a purposive (or intelligent)
designer. Through purposeless mechanisms of inheritance, variation, construction,
and selection, biological systems have evolved internal adaptive, goalseeking
mechanisms that maintain homeostasis and steer behaviors in manners that enhance
survival and reproduction (Rosenblueth et al. 1943). Adaptive artificial systems, on
the other hand, do typically incorporate explicit goals in their design.
All cybernetic, adaptive systems incorporate sets of goal states, evaluative sen
sors that assess performance, operations that compare current performance states
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Fig. 42.9 Adaptive, cybernetic, goalseeking perceptaction system. Here, performance evalua
tion and syntactic adjustment mechanisms implement alterations in perceptaction coordinations
(“steering adjustments”) that improve performance visàvis internal goals

with goal states, and mechanisms for adjusting perceptaction mappings contingent
upon these comparisons (Fig. 42.9). Perceptaction coordinations can be adjusted
on several levels from simple steering, to switching between different percept
action “programs,” to internal adaptive modifications of perceptaction decision
processes, and even to selfconstruction of the sensors and effectors that determine
the categories of perception and action (Fig. 42.10). This selfconstruction process
can even go further to adaptively modify all parts of the cybernetic system including
revisions of goal structures, refinement of evaluative mechanisms, and elaboration
of coordinative mechanisms. Such systems arguably have openended evolutionary
possibilities—they can transcend their initial specifications (Cariani 1989, 1992,
1993, 2012a; Kampis 1991).
Goalseeking mechanisms require evaluative processes that are a type of mea
surement process in which some goalrelated observable (performance) is evaluated
(Fig. 42.2, right panel). Goals have a special role in the functional organization
of adaptive devices—they steer the reorganization of internal signaling processes.
Whereas the results of measurement operations in perceptaction loops are mapped
into decisions, motor/effector programs, and actions, the results of evaluative
processes are utilized by goaldriven steering mechanisms to adaptively alter the
structure of the perceptaction mappings. An alteration is adaptive if the adjustment
mechanisms modify the structure in a manner that improves performance visàvis
some internal goal.
Steering and switching, as the terms are used here (Fig. 42.2), involve altering
perceptaction mappings without changing the nature of the perceptaction spaces
themselves. For steering, this modification may be continuous and incremental (as
in altering the relative timing of a motor response), whereas for switching it may
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Fig. 42.10 Selfconstructing, selfmodifying cybernetic perceptaction system. Here, performance
evaluations direct the construction of the physical parts of the device, enabling new sign states,
sensors, and effectors to be built. New sign states change the syntactic, combinatorial capabilities
of the system, whereas the addition of new sensors and/or effectors change the semantic relations
between the internal states of the sign system and the external world

involve remapping perceptual signs to decision states (changing which of a set of
alternative sensorimotor programs are used in a given situation). Virtually, all exist
ing trainable classifiers and controllers function this way, by changing input–output
mappings of perceptual features to decisions so as to improve the performance with
experience. Here, the functional, semiotic signal spaces of the system are not them
selves changed, nor are the external semantics of input sensory signals and output
effector signals. What is changed in this process is the particular syntactic percept
action mapping that is in use.

42.11 SelfModifying and SelfConstructing Percept
Action Systems
Selfmodification and selfconstruction involve signdirected physical construction
processes that modify the material substrate of a semiotic system. Such modifica
tions in turn can add new semiotic functionalities, such as new types of measure
ment or coordination or action, that can qualitatively enlarge a system’s capabilities
and scope. For an example, the appearance of lightsensing organs in the evolution
of a biological lineage adds new distinctions and dimensions to the sensory rep
ertoires ( umwelts) of subsequent individuals of that lineage. Such processes can
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add new sign distinctions, new external semantics, and new goal structures to the
system. The mechanisms of selfconstruction involve evaluative signmediated
mechanisms that direct the physical modification and augmentation of the material
substrates that subserve sign functions (Fig. 42.10). The operation of “construc
tion” (Fig. 42.2, right) describes the process by which signs can guide fabrication
and modification processes. Genetic expression that directly specifies and indirectly
guides the production of cellular constituents is a salient natural example. The con
struction is differentiated from signdirected action, in that the physical changes
produced are alterations of the material substrate of the semiotic system. The basic
scheme describes the evolution of the physical hardware both in biological evolu
tion and evolutionary robotics contexts.

42.11.1 Organizational Closure and Functional Autonomy
Selfconstruction permits closure and autonomy. When an organism or device has
the ability to adaptively construct its own physical hardware, it gains a degree of
structural autonomy visàvis its surrounds. When a system constructs the parts that
interpret or read out its symbols, it achieves semantic closure (Pattee 2008, 2012a),
an example being the construction of the transcription, translation, and control ap
paratus that interprets how DNA nucleotide sequences will be interpreted by the
cell.
When an organism or device can adaptively construct its own sensors, then it
determines the external semantics of its internal symbols, i.e., which aspects of the
external world it can sense. Such a system achieves a limited degree of epistemic
autonomy. The construction of new coordinative capacities, such as added memory
or expanded representational operations, confers on the system—the freedom to
form new kinds of cognitive categories and deliberative strategies. On the action
side, when a system constructs its own effectors, it achieves some control over
which categories of action are available to it. Analogously, a system capable of
modifying its evaluative, goal structures attains a degree of pragmatic or motiva
tional autonomy.
All of these closures confer upon the sign system some degree of autonomy and
internal causation. The more autonomy that the system achieves, the more self
determined and less externally determined is its trajectory. In effect, such structur
ally autonomous systems have a higher degree of selfdirection. Ultimately, these
systems have more potential degrees of freedom available to them that permit them
to determine their own umwelts and their own goals.
Selfmodifying systems provide functional and mechanistic examples of con
structivist theories of mind (von Glasersfeld 1995; Piaget 1971) Here, internal self
organization processes are driven by interactions with external environments. As
Piaget said, “The mind organizes the world by organizing itself.”
In the late 1950s, the British cybernetician Gordon Pask constructed an elec
trochemical device that adaptively evolved from nothing the ability to register the
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presence of sounds, to distinguish between tones of different frequencies, and to
detect magnetic fields (Cariani 1993; Pask 1959; Pickering 2010). The system in
effect created new sensors and thus partially determined its relationship to the ex
ternal world. Pask entitled his paper, without irony in this case, “Organic analogues
to the growth of a concept.”
Translated into neural terms, selfmodification of neural substrates can suggest
potential mechanisms by which new concepts can adaptively be formed in biologi
cal brains. Concepts can be conceived in terms of distinctions made on the internal
milieu of neural signals and representations. Forming a new neural assembly in ef
fect creates a new sensor on that internal milieu that produces a new sign distinction
in the system, thereby increasing representational degrees of freedom.

42.11.2 Emergent Novelty, Creativity, and Openendedness
One can consider how new sign functions arise (Cariani 1989; Queiroz and ElHani
2006). The adaptive systems considered here can generate new combinations of ex
isting signs (via new perceptaction mappings) through switching and qualitatively
new signs and sign functions (via new sensors, computations, effectors) through
construction. Here, one can distinguish between two corresponding types of novelty
and the processes that create them: combinatorial and creative emergence (Cariani
2012a).
Combinatorial emergence involves producing new combinations of existing
primitives, a primitive being an indivisible element, atom, entity, or distinction of
a system. The Roman alphabet consists of primitive letters that can be combined
to create new strings. In perceptaction systems, new combinations of perceptual
features and effector actions are possible. The adaptive alteration of perceptaction
mappings is a form of combinatorial syntactic emergence—new perceptaction
mappings are created from existing percept and action primitives.
Creative emergence involves the creation of new primitives, i.e., elements that
cannot be created by simply combining existing elements in a system. One can en
large the Roman alphabet by constructing new graphical forms, but not by stringing
together existing Roman letters.15 Pask’s device is a prime example that new sen
sory distinctions being created de novo. Creative emergence of new signs and sign
functions can thus occur through the appearance of new semiotic functions brought
into being through selfconstruction.16
15

One does not create color vision by simply recombining feature primitives of monochromatic
vision—new types of photoreceptors with differing wavelength sensitivities are needed. When
new types of photoreceptors are introduced, then, in effect, another observable feature dimension
is added to the internal sign states of the system.
16
As with the other functional distinctions, it is possible to develop clear, operational criteria for
recognizing these two kinds of emergence. In the epistemological, observerrelative conception of
emergence, called emergence relative to a model (Cariani 1989, 2012a; Rosen 1985), an emergent
event occurs when the behavior of a system violates the observer's expectations; whether the ob
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Whereas combinatorial systems are bounded in their possibilities by their limited
set of primitives, those systems that can create new primitives, because the space
of possible primitives is illdefined, have openended possibilities. In the Roman
letter example, the space of possible alternative graphical characters is illdefined,
therefore, its set is unbounded.

42.12 Neurosemiotics
Nervous systems can be considered first and foremost as cybernetic perceptaction
systems (Arbib 1989; Boden 2006; Cariani 2001b; McCulloch 1951, 1965; Pick
ering 2010; Sommerhoff 1974). From the simplest animals with nervous systems
to the most complex, the evolved, functional role of the nervous system is to co
ordinate the effective action such that chances for survival and reproduction are
enhanced. At each moment, this coordination is contingent on the perceived state of
the external world, the sensed internal state of the organism, and current dominant
goal imperatives. Neurophysiologists and computational, theoretical neuroscien
tists are currently attempting to reverseengineer informational processes in brains
from the responses of neural elements and their correlations with specific percep
tions, thoughts, feelings, memories, drives, and actions.
All of the highlevel functionalities of adaptive and selfconstructing cybernetic
systems are present in biological brains, in part, because the functional organiza
tion of biological organisms was a major inspiration for cybernetics. In the nervous
system, sensory organs play the role of sensors that determine the external percep
tual semantic categories of internal neural activity states. Muscles and secretory
organs play the role of effectors that similarly determine the external semantics
of neurally guided actions. In between sensory and effector organs are recurrent
neural networks that coordinate appropriate and effective action in service of the
satisfaction of internal drives (goal states). Neural circuits connect sensory and mo
tor neural pathways at many levels, from twoneuron sensorimotor reflexes in the
spinal cord to sets of elaborate and complex recurrent, reciprocal interconnections
in the forebrain. Perceptaction coordinations thus range from simple reflex arcs to
highly complex loops that enable delayed cognitive, anticipatory, deliberative, and
mnemonicdriven processes to influence what actions should be taken.

42.12.1 Neural Correlates of Semiotic Operations
The general functionalities in adaptive perceptaction systems have rough corre
lates in biological brains. In the brain, afferent sensory pathways convey neural

server can account for the change in terms of existing distinctions and processes, or whether new
ones must be invoked distinguishes between combinatorial and creative processes.
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signals from sensory receptors to primary sensory areas of thalamus and cerebral
cortex. Likewise, descending motor pathways convey neural signals from motor
cortex and thalamus down to the spinal cord and out to muscles. The cerebral cortex
analyzes sensory patterns, recognizes classes of familiar patterns, generates motor
sequences, and carries out most deliberative executive functions. The basal ganglia
just below the cortex provide switching functions for engaging particular taskrel
evant motor programs and for enhancing relevant sensory information (attention).
The mechanism involves a twostep inhibitory linkage that releases relevant motor
programs and sensory channels from inhibition, thereby amplifying their signals
and effects. Basal ganglia circuits are in turn controlled and adaptively reorganized
by midline dopaminemediated predictivereward circuits that increase propensi
ties for repeating goalsatisfying behaviors, and decrease those that lead to adverse
consequences. The cerebellum is involved with realtime steering of sensorimotor
action. The hippocampus can be regarded as a rebroadcast system that maintains
items in reverberating memory and facilitates consolidation into longterm memory.
An attractive highlevel integrative hypothesis holds that cerebral cortex, basal
ganglia, and cerebellum fulfill complementary functions (Doya 2000). The cerebral
cortex carries out unsupervised learning of correlations of neurally encoded events
and signals, the basal ganglia carry out rewarddriven anticipatory prediction (rein
forcement learning), and the cerebellum carries out supervised learning of sensory
and motortiming relations. In semiotic terms, the cerebral cortex is tasked with
modeling and reproducing the causal structure of percepts, concepts, and actions:
perceptual semantics, cognitive pattern recognitions and representations, and action
semantics. The basal ganglia perform switching functions on perceptaction cir
cuits, with the cerebellum performing momenttomoment steering functions. One
can also point to control structures in subcortical, limbic circuits that have embed
ded goal states and the means, via interoceptors, to evaluate the current state of the
organism and compete for the control of switching mechanisms (Denton 2006).
Within a cybernetic framework, emotions can be regarded in terms of an in
teroceptive evaluative system that reflects the global state of the organism and its
propensities for different modes of action. Decades ago, Kilmer and McCulloch
(Kilmer and McCulloch 1969) postulated that animals have a set of system modes
that realize different types of basic behaviors, such as eating, drinking, sleeping,
fighting, fleeing, mating, searching, and exploring. They hypothesized that the re
ticular activating system in the brainstem functions as the command and control
system of the organism, taking inputs from all over the brain, evaluating their sig
nificance and urgency, and switching behavioral modes accordingly. In the context
of such a modal theory of behavior, neural signals related to affective state could be
broadcast widely within the system, switching local circuits into local operational
modes appropriate to the current global behavioral mode.
For the most part, adaptive neural adjustments have traditionally been concep
tualized in terms of new combinations of neuronal connectivities that realize new
combinations of features (combinatoric emergence). But the creation of new mental
primitives can also be conceived via adaptive formation of neuronal assemblies
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that function as newly selforganized internal sensors that implement new internal
semantic, conceptual categories (Cariani 2012a).

42.12.2 Sign States and Neural Codes
A fundamental outstanding problem for a neurosemiotic account of brain function is
that the precise nature of the functional neural sign states themselves is not yet well
understood in most parts of the system. This is known in neuroscience as the neural
coding problem, and it is similar to the methodological problem in biosemiotics
of distinguishing semiotic from nonsemiotic processes in natural systems. Neural
codes are those (informational) aspects of neural activity that play a functional roles
in neural information processing and behavior (Bullock 1968; Cariani 1995; Perkell
and Bullock 1968; Pribram 1971; Rieke et al. 1997; Uttal 1972). In semiotic terms,
the neural coding problem involves the identification of internal sign distinctions
that are realized via alternative patterns of neural activity.
The neural codes can involve either distinctions between patterns and relative
timings of spikes that course through neural circuits (temporal codes) or between
patterns of neuronal elements that are active or quiescent (channel codes). The neu
ral codes for particular informational distinctions may be very localized in particu
lar brain regions, e.g., particular local neural signs for color that operate only in
visual areas, or they may be broadly distributed across many brain regions, e.g.,
temporal patterns associated with rhythmic stimuli or movements.
How we regard the nervous system as a signwielding informational system
depends critically on the nature of the neural codes. If the neural “signals of the
system” are distinctions conveyed in terms of channel activation patterns, then the
brain must be seen in terms of some sort of connectionist, switchboard architecture.
Here, the system states are the collective activation profiles of neural elements,
ensembles, or whole populations. If, instead, the neural system signals are based
on temporal patterns of spikes, then it may be necessary to reconceptualize brains
as temporal correlation machines whose functional states might depend more on
specific patterns of spiking activity at any given time rather than on which particular
neurons are most active.

42.13 Neurosemiotics and Neurophenomenology
Neurosemiotic and neurophenomenological bridge laws are needed if a neurally
grounded relationships between semiotics and phenomenology are to be elucidated.
Neurosemiotic laws describe the neural codes that subserve semiotic, informational
processes within nervous systems. However, not all information processing in the
nervous system results in distinctions that are present in conscious awareness—
most neural information processing that goes on is subliminal—we are not directly
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aware of it. For this reason, neurophenomenological laws are needed that describe
which neuronal patterns of activity are required for conscious awareness (the neural
correlates of consciousness, NCCs) and which specific patterns of neuronal activ
ity evoke specific concomitant conscious experiences (the neural correlates of the
contents of consciousness, NCCC; Koch 2004; Baars and Gage 2010). A theory of
the neuronal requisites of consciousness describes the essential differences in neural
activity that characterize subjects in waking, conscious states versus nonconscious
states such as anesthesia or coma versus other states such as sleep, hypnosis, medi
tation, or trance. A theory of the NCCC describes the neural activity patterns that
give rise to particular experiences, such as the form, color, texture, and spatial di
mensions of an object, or the pitch, timbre, loudness, and duration of a musical note.
Eventually, when neural codes are understood, then the stage will be set for elu
cidating those aspects of neuronal activity that evoke changes in conscious aware
ness (neurophenomenology). Attempts to find a neurosemiotic basis for neurophe
nomenology began with the early nineteenth century theorizing about specific nerve
energies and local signs, and have proceeded to tackle the dimensional structure
of experience and the neural codes and computations that are responsible (Boring
1933; Fessard 1954; Pollen 2011; Rose 2006; Troland 1929).17
One can adopt Wolfgang Kohler’s psychoneural isomorphism hypothesis that
every distinction in conscious experience corresponds to some significant change
in the pattern of neuronal activity, such that the structure of awareness is isomorphic
to the structure of the neural informational order (Köhler 1947). If this hypothesis
proves correct, then all of the aspects of neural activity that produce distinctions in
our awareness would one day be describable in semiotic, informational terms, i.e.,
the neuronal activity distinctions that constitute central neural codes.
Neurophenomenology would then become a set of bridge laws between neuro
semiotic neural codes and phenomenological distinctions. When and if this does
comes to pass, phenomenology will then have grounding in both firstperson sub
jective experience and in the underlying neurosemiotic processes that generate that
experience.
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(2008), is to see how signification can be
teased out of what must be ultimately mute
components, be they classifiable as icon, index or symbol. This view can be considered
as a “radical constructivism” of signification.

MUSICOLOGY CONCEPTS IN SECOND-ORDER CYBERNETICS

Conclusion
« 47 » This article set out to investigate semiotics through music, and music
through semiotics. The eigencycle offers a
perspective that unifies and integrates different types or categories of semiosis under
the banner of a single second-order process
of thought. One of the advantages of such
a theory is that it allows us to understand

vastly different phenomena, such as language and music, as constructs of the same
singular mind that tries to understand them.
Such a theory affords insight into semiotic
autopoiesis as the result of incommensurability of eigenforms in different parts of that
singular mind. Finally, by considering similar phenomena at different levels of analysis
as either trivial or non-trivial machines, we
are offered an opportunity to understand the
objective/subjective division from a radical
constructivist perspective that denies it,
without inconsistency.
« 48 » Just as this project required a
somewhat simplified view of semiotics,
much has also been left unsaid regarding
music, especially when it comes to cultural,
historical and embodied approaches. It is the

author’s hope that still further insights may
be gleaned through integrating these aspects
and their finer nuances into the framework
of the semiotic eigencycle in the future.
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> Upshot

« 1 » My background is in biological

cybernetics, biosemiotics, auditory neuroscience, and the neuropsychology of music,
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vol. 12, N°3

and not in musicology, Peircian semiotics,
or category theory, so I had a great deal of
trouble orienting to the theory outlined in
this target article. Even after several readings, the ontological primitives of the theory were difficult to discern; concretely:
What are the signs? What kinds of relations
do they realize? What functions do they
fulfill? How is music itself being conceptualized? Rather than comment on concepts,
assumptions, and goals that I have surely
missed or misunderstood, this commentary attempts to outline what a positive,
alternate neuropsychological constructivist
semiotics of music might look like, along
lines similar to the cybernetic, neuroaesthetic framework of Mark Reybrouck and
Elvira Brattico (2015).

Semiotics of music

« 2 » Amidst teaching courses related
to the neuropsychology of music, I have
pondered what the semiotics of purposive

epistemic percept-action systems (Cariani
2015b) might mean for music, but it is a difficult stretch for two reasons. First, music
is fundamentally not an epistemic process.
Nor is music listening mainly an enactive
process. We listen to music to modify internal psychological states (for aesthetic
purposes), rather than to acquire practical
knowledge for guiding externalized action
(for ecological purposes). When one composes and/or performs music for others,
one is engaged in externally-directed action, but when one listens, one listens for
oneself.
« 3 » Second, the nature of the neural
sign-distinctions that would be the primitives for a neuropsychological semiotics
are complex and currently quite ill-defined.
They encompass both analog (iconic signal
relations) and digital (discrete symbolic
recognitions) signal modes. Whereas for
DNA, one can point to discrete, alternative
sign-states (nucleotide sequences), in the

Second-Order Cybernetics
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brain these are governed by alternative neural coding states, most of which have yet to
be elucidated.
« 4 » The neural codes can be analogiconic in character, such as the temporal
coding of pitch via interspike intervals (time
durations) or the coding of rhythm via
temporal patterns. Even simple continuous
changes of analog-iconic musical parameters, such as pitch, tempo and loudness, can
have palpable direct psychological effects.
A simple change of temporal pattern via a
slower tempo or falling pitch evokes negative emotional valence (sadness). All other
things being equal, the louder the music,
the more arousing, and the softer, the more
relaxing. I believe that these kinds of musical modulations produce their psychological
effects by directly impressing their temporal
structure on neural circuits, i.e., through
analog signal dynamics (Cariani 2015b). If
many aspects of brain function are mediated
by neural temporal codes, then such direct
interaction that is not mediated by symbol
processing is possible, and it provides a potential neural explanation for Susan Langer’s
assertion that music has the form of emotions (Langer 1942), such that its significance is implicit and therefore need not be
conventionally fixed (§12). Here that form is
a common temporal pattern (Cariani 2016).
Actions and their perceptual consequences
share temporal pattern similarities such that
each can inform the other. These similarities
directly link patterns of musical movement
with those of gestures (§18).
« 5 » The neural codes can also potentially be discrete – particular, unique spatial
and/or temporal patterns of neural activity
can signal the recognition of a pattern associated with a previously constructed mental
symbol (the syllable “wa,” the name “Julius
Caesar” or the opening motif of Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony). But it appears to me that
the great majority of music listeners do not
listen predominantly in this “top-down”
cognitive-recognition mode that is mediated by previous pattern-recognitions and
explicit symbols. Rather, music engages
bottom-up grouping, expectancy, and “subsymbolic” signal dynamical processes that
are analog in character and depend more on
innate neural processes and recent patternstatistics than on specific acquired experiences (symbols and rule-governed sche-

mas). We need intermediate-level accounts
of brain function grounded in neural signal
interactions that lie between low-level biophysical neurodynamical descriptions and
high-level symbols-and-rules models (Cariani 2001; Prinz 2012). One can conceive of
the brain function in terms of mutually reinforcing sets of neuronal signal productions
that are actively regenerated in the delay
loops of neural circuits, i.e., a self-production network of neuronal signals (Cariani
2015a). Contingently stable sets of neural
signal productions are the functional, network eigenstates that constitute the specific
contents of short-term memory.
« 6 » Issues of musical purpose and
meaning must begin with how we humans
use music, i.e., its psychological functions.
Whereas language is used primarily for
constructing thoughts (beliefs, concepts)
and reliably communicating explicit messages with conventionalized “referential”
meanings, music is used in other ways,
most of them to influence non-cognitive,
“non-referential” mental processes, usually
conceived in terms of emotion or pleasure.
But the mind is more than just thought
(cognition) and affect (emotion); it also
includes processes that govern global state
control (wake-sleep); memory (short- and
long-term); purposive steering (motivation,
conation); task-dependent preparations for
perception (attention), and the preparation,
orchestration and performance of motoric
action (movement). For each process, there
exists some music that can modulate it. A
semiotics of music needs to encompass all of
these manifold effects.
« 7 » We listen to music for many diverse psychological reasons: for emotional
engagement and expression; for mood control; for cognitive interest and fascination;
to change our level of arousal (to excite or
calm); to change states of consciousness
(wake up, sleep, meditate, trance); to motivate; to mask unwanted thoughts, emotions,
or physical pain; to facilitate and guide movements (dance, exercise); to retain or retrieve
memories; to assert or lose self and identity;
to bond with others; to mark rituals; to coordinate actions; to suppress or instill fear
(in warfare, horror movies); to change states
of consciousness (wake up, sleep, meditate,
trance); to induce states of spirituality, awe,
wonder, and beauty; to promote immersion

in games; to amuse, entertain, and impress;
to surprise; to humor. Many, but perhaps
not all, of these changes involve pleasure.
Musical pieces intended for these different
purposes utilize different sets of structural
parameters (e.g., tempo, rhythmic regularity, consonance/dissonance, dynamics) that
are well-suited to engage different sets of
brain circuits that subserve their respective
purposes. Musical humor often plays with
incongruities between musical forms and
purposes, as in the independent 2009 US
film (Untitled).
« 8 » We agree that the purposes of music and language are fundamentally very different, and they do call for distinct semiotic
approaches (Context). We listen to sounds
for three major purposes:
a in ecological mode, to gain information
about our surrounds (e.g., predators,
prey, mates, navigation) to guide action,
b in communicative mode, to receive and
decode phonetically encoded messages,
and
c in aesthetic mode, to modulate our internal mental states.
Poetry is language used in the aesthetic
mode. Although music can be used as a
vehicle for expressing and communicating
emotions, it is fundamentally evocative, not
communicative in a message-transmission
sense (music is ill-suited for ordering takeout food). Unless one is explicitly trying to
understand the intent of the composer, there
are no “correct” or “incorrect” interpretations. A unified semiotics could incorporate
different interpretive modes, but we would
approach this unification using neuropsychological processes rather than category
theory and logic (although multimodal logics of mental states could furnish meaningful substrates).
« 9 » We would also begin with a different semiotic framework. In contrast with
the Peircian icon-index-symbol triad (§10),
which focuses on the descriptive-referential
modes of signs, Charles Morris’s triad of
semiotic relations focuses on their functional roles within purposive systems. In
Morrisean semiotic terms, the pragmatics
of a piece of music involve the psychological purposes for which it is being employed.
For us listeners in aesthetic mode, the purpose of a piece of music is what we want it to
do for us. For composers, it can also include
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how well the music expresses and/or communicates experiential states (ideas, emotions). The semantics involve the specific
effects in terms of psychological modulations (in the mental dimensions of affective,
cognitive, conative, mnemonic, motoric,
hedonic, system-state changes). The meaning of a piece of music for us is what specific psychological changes it brings about
within us. The syntactics involve relations
between musical forms (perceptual similarities, divergences, expectancies).
« 10 » Each of these semiotic aspects
has a neural substrate. Music creates patterns of neural signals in its image, and
these patterns are related to other neural
signals related to various brain functionalities. Neural pragmatics involves relations
of music-generated signals to neural signals
subserving goal states (desires, purposes),
neural semantics to those associated with
the contents of the mental states (ideas,
emotions, motivations, levels of arousal),
neural syntactics to the forms of other neural signals.

Eigenbehaviors and music

« 11 » Should there be more to the concept of eigenbehaviors than stability under
iterated action? A major difficulty that I had
in reading the target article is that it veers off
into abstract realms of recursion that do not
seem to have anything to do with behaving
percept-action systems or even dynamical
systems. The example of Pythagorean tuning (§§23–27) seems to me to be more of
an issue of formal self-consistency than one
related to eigenbehaviors of percept-coordination-action, autopoietic or even dynamical systems. Optimality and complexity arguments about neural systems (§22)
whose modes of function are not yet well
understood are extremely susceptible to error. The discussion of the relative complexity of neural mechanisms for harmonicity
and pitch detection (§22) is suspect because
there are plausible alternative, simpler time
domain periodicity detection and analysis
(Cariani 2002) mechanisms for these that
do not require prior frequency or harmonic
analysis. I also found many assertions and
constructs that were difficult to understand:
“the interface between trivial and non-trivial machines” (§32), morphisms of neuronal biophysics (§16), why semiosis should
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depend on whether the process is modeled
by a trivial or non-trivial machine (§45), or
why music, language, and logic “cannot exist independently” in mental life (§35).
« 12 » Although I would argue that the
core focus of cybernetics is about functional
organization – how systems can be organized to reliably achieve purposes – and the
ontology that naturally goes with it is an
Aristotelian hylomorphism (organization
embedded in matter), more mathematically
oriented sections of the movement (Spencer-Brown, von Foerster, Varela, Kaufmann)
have embraced Platonic abstractions in
which disembodied forms can be discussed
without reference to any concrete groundings. These ideas are extremely useful heuristically, and I have no objections whatsoever to mathematicians envisioning worlds
of forms unencumbered by observable linkages. In non-heuristic, non-metaphorical
modes of discussion, however, I believe that
the formalisms in question need to relate in
some explicit way to entities we can observe
rather than just imagine in our mind’s eye.
In order to be consistent with the radical
constructivist principle of avoiding inherently imperceptible entities (Glasersfeld
2007), we should adhere to strict finitist
constructions in formal realms (Cariani
2012b), i.e., no potentially infinite sets or
recursions. If Turing machine computations
and eigenbehaviors are going to be used as
explanatory vehicles for the semiotics of
music, then specific mappings of these descriptions to (potentially observable) states
of concrete observer-actors, be they individuals or groups of animals or robots, should
always be clearly laid out.
« 13 » We should probably all go back
to Piaget and his theory of equilibration
(Glasersfeld 1982; Di Paolo et al. 2014). In
his seminal paper on eigenbehaviors (Foerster 1976), von Foerster began with Piaget’s
framework of perception, coordination, and
action and then simplified it further into observed states (“obs,” observables associated
with objects and actions and “coords,” coordinative percept-action adjustments). In the
paper he demonstrates how such simplified
percept-coordination-action systems settle
into quasi-stable recurrent patterns (behavioral basins of attraction), noting near the
outset that “some relational fine structure is
(clearly) lost in this compression.”

« 14 » However, in his reduction, which
focused on the recursivity of percept-coordinative-action loops and not on modes of
construction, von Foerster left out the adaptive modes of Piaget’s theory of equilibration: assimilation and accommodation. Both
processes are driven by events that violate
the expectancies of a perceiving, behaving
subject. In assimilation, the subject makes
adjustments within a pre-existing sensorimotor scheme, whereas in accommodation, the subject constructs an entirely new
scheme. In my adaptive-evolutionary framework (Cariani 2012a), these are processes of
combinatoric emergence and creative emergence. Combinatoric emergence involves
changing internal percept-action mappings
without changing the state space of the subject, whereas creative emergence involves
adding or modifying observables (sensors),
coordinative possibilities (e.g., memory),
and/or modes of action (effectors). In these
percept-coordination-action cycles that
include processes of goal-directed steering (adjustments) and adaptive self-modification (new constructions) systems with
capacity to steer themselves using existing
states or to modify their state-spaces, more
complex basins of attraction form. Eventually, through self-consistent percept-action
cycles and/or adaptive self-modification, the
system settles into a stabilized behavioral
cycle.
« 15 » Although recurrently stabilized
percept-coordination-action cycles are one
route to the formation of stable objects, we
should be mindful that this is not the only
way that objects can be formed. The senses
themselves have powerful inherent bottomup neural coding strategies and (analog)
Gestaltist grouping mechanisms for constructing objects that select and group those
relational aspects of the sensory flux that are
invariant.
« 16 » Eigenbehaviors for music involve
stabilized patterns of musical behavior. Listeners, composers, and performers adaptively choose, construct, or modify the music they hear, such that the music produced
and heard eventually converges to a stable
state. Collective, socially mediated eigenbehaviors can also arise when tight social
feedback loops exist between audiences and
composer-performers. These feedbacks then
can lead to co-evolutions of musical forms,
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audience tastes and composer-performer
techniques. Collective eigenbehaviors also
arise through mutual adaptations between
musicians, especially in improvisational
contexts.
« 17 » One also sees eigenbehaviors in
musical design cycles, when composer-performers iteratively experiment with alternatives, eventually settling on a stable endproduct that satisfies its original aims. In
other situations, composer-performers may
be continually revising their conceptions of
“what works” vis-à-vis aesthetic ends. This is
an experimental, constructive learning process involving musical and aesthetic discovery and concept building.
« 18 » In a constructivist psychology, all
psychological faculties are potentially subject to adaptive construction. Even purposes
(desires, goals) can change with our evolving estimations of what is achievable or in
the end preferable. What we value in music
can also change with experience through
processes of Piagetian accommodation.
« 19 » There are many historical examples, such as the 1913 premiere of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, in which a rousing and
deeply surprising music and dance performance violated audience expectancies to
the point of confusion and anger. By a few
subsequent performances, however, word
had spread, and audience expectancies had
accommodated such that new psychological frames capable of handling the work
had quickly formed to integrate the novelty. Eventually, through accommodative
construction every such “shock of the new”
also gives way to the stable eigenbehaviors
of the familiar and the comfortable, thereby
resetting conditions for yet a new cycle of
stability and change. For better or worse, life
normalizes the unexpected.
« 20 » To summarize, the signs of music are the informational mental distinctions
that music evokes in a given listener that are
subserved by differential patterns of neuronal activity (neural codes). The purposes of
music are related to the many ways that we
use it psychologically, whereas the meaning of music involves the effects that a given
piece of music has on its recipients. Scott’s
abstract Peircian, category-theory approach
could benefit from clearer definitions and
better concrete examples that firmly ground
musical semiotics and eigenbehaviors in

neuropsychological processes or their corresponding logics.
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Constructivist Foundations
of Musical Sense-Making:
Eigenbehavior and the
Role of Circularity

> Upshot

« 1 » Applied to music, the concept of
eigenbehavior can be considered a very
powerful tool for the description of emergent moments in perception. Being a phenomenon of convergence in dynamical systems followed by relaxed state transitions, it
is typical for multistable dynamical systems
that are constrained by multiple non-stable
attractors (see Rudrauf et al. 2003 for an
overview). It can be equated with the ability to classify the environment (eigenbehavior) by postulating the existence of some
stable structures (eigenvalues) which are
maintained in the operations of the dynamics of a system or organization. Heinz von
Foerster, in particular, has stated that any

specific instance of observation of such an
organization is mainly the result of an indefinite succession of cognitive/sensorymotor operations. Eigenvalues, as such, are
self-defining or self-referring: “Eigenvalues
[…] represent the externally observable
manifestations of the (introspectively accessible) cognitive computations (operations)” (Foerster 1977: 278; my emphasis).
This means basically that eigenvalues and
objects cannot be distinguished at an ontological level from stable behavior and the
manifestation of a subject’s grasp of an object, restating the “constructivist” position
that observables do not refer directly to the
outer world of real objects, but are instead
the result of an infinite cascade of cognitive
and sensory-motor operations in a subjectenvironment coupling. They give rise to
perceptual regularities as objects through
the closure or self-referential recursion of
the sensory-motor interactions in the nervous system (Rocha 1998).
« 2 » Eigenvalues, on this view, can
be considered discrete representations of
observables maintained by the successive
cognitive operations of a cognitive agent,
arising ontogenetically as equilibria that
determine themselves through circular processes (Foerster 1977). Such an agent – as
an organizational closed system – is able to
relate internally self-organized stable structures to constant aspects of its own interaction with an environment. As such, these
systems are informationally open. They are
able to classify their constructed environment by means of emergent representation.
« 3 » It is tempting to apply this to the
realm of music and the target article by
Douglas Scott is a major attempt to achieve
this tour de force. Revolving around the objective/subjective dichotomy, it deals with
most of the contents that are mentioned
above, with a major focus on second-order
cybernetics, constructivism and eigenbehavior. It brings together insights from dynamic systems theory, category theory and
the semiotics of Charles Sanders Peirce.
Rather than relying on an existing object
language that conceives of musical concepts
as things “out there,” it stresses the role of
music knowledge construction in the context of eigenbehavior and eigenvalues. The
domain is challenging and could be applied to all existing parameters or musical
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which plays with grammatical constraints,
can evoke systemic thinking.
What is hidden?
We can only say it is hidden
when we know it is there.
What do I sense,
when I sense some knowing
remains hidden from me?
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« 1 » Alexander Kravchenko’s critique
of conventional linguistics and biosemiotics was difficult to follow as it relies on
unexplained rhetorical slogans such as the
“epistemological trap of language” (§§9, 37)
or “language is not a code” (§§33, 43) that
criticize mainstream linguistics. Arguably,
many of these criticisms are themselves
highly suspect, and these are now being
misapplied to biosemiotics.

What is language, and what
is it good for?

« 2 » Kravchenko, although a linguist
by profession, holds views that are strongly
critical of mainstream structural, Chomskian linguistics, which has focused on the
structure and mechanics of linguistic expression, particularly syntax, to the exclusion of social, conversational, contextual,
situated, embodied, prosodic, visual, kinesthetic, conceptual, semantic and pragmatic dimensions of language use. He regards language exclusively as a vehicle for

social coordination of action and strongly
favors integrational, relational, and social
approaches to problems of meaning while
rejecting all approaches focused on the mechanics of language as a combinatoric and
systematic vehicle for formulation, expression, and communication of thoughts.
« 3 » Kravchenko applies Roy Harris’s (1981) critique of linguistic theories
of natural (human) languages (§§19, 21) to
linguistics and by extension to biosemiotics. “The language myth,” is Harris’s critical
label for the conception of language as a set
of fixed codes in which social-conventional
word meanings – their mappings to concepts (“standard usage”) – are shared by all
members of a linguistic community, thereby enabling ideas to be transmitted from
one person to another through a system of
standardized (coded) messages. The messages are assumed to employ fixed linguistic
and social codes. The purpose of language
in the presumed orthodox, traditional view
that he criticizes is the reliable transmission
of messages.
« 4 » Interpreting the meaning of a sentence is not a matter of simple decoding of
fixed word-meanings, as failures of automatic translation schemes have taught us.
However, formulating, sending, and accurately receiving explicit messages through
combinatoric sequences of recognized
words is the most important and distinctive aspect of human language communication that does set it apart from most animal
communication. Other, non-lexical cues,
such as prosody, facial expression, body
language, and pragmatic context, cannot
replace lexical-semantic and syntactic cues
that convey explicit, specific messages. If
you cannot recognize the words, you cannot
receive the message. If you cannot access
internal neural mechanisms that subserve
your own constructed word-meanings,
you cannot interpret the message by constructing a meaning for the word sequence.
Those with brain lesions that interfere with
their ability to understand the word- and
sentence-meanings (e.g., Wernicke’s aphasia) must depend completely on situated
pragmatic context and prosody such that
their ability to understand and communicate specific messages through language is
severely impoverished.

PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPTS IN BIOSEMIOTICS

Language is not an exclusively
human capacity

« 5 » A serious problem with Kravchenko’s position is that he, like many linguists
and some cognitive scientists, defines language in terms that make it only applicable
to humans. Thus, Kravchenko, despite his
many breaks with conventional linguistics,
retains one of its core dogmas, namely that
language use is “a unique feature of our […]
species” (§1), such that it is language that
makes us uniquely human (“Homo loquens”).
Language is what sets us apart from all other
animals, a “species-specific semiotic activity
that has a biological function” (§2, emphasis
in original). Notice that this is a tautologous,
circular argument in which the conclusions
(humans are special because only they have
language, language is special because only
humans produce it) are determined by the
definition of language as a communicative
process that only humans share.
« 6 » I take issue with this extreme,
human-centric view of language. Linguists,
especially, have generally underestimated
animal thought, emotion, purposiveness, and
communication (Griffin 1992; de Waal 2017),
with their field being one of the last holdouts
in continuing to assume qualitative discontinuities between humans and other animals.
We are very likely to be the most symbolic
species, but we are not the only symbolic
species. The neural substrates for the use of
symbols may be a general-purpose capability of many, perhaps all, brains. Ability to
combine symbols and string them together,
which unleash the compositional, combinatoric expressive power of language, do not
appear to be unique to humans. For every
basic category of human behavior and of
mental capability, there is evidence for a corresponding, if usually (or apparently) more
rudimentary, animal analogue. There existed
a dog (Chaser) that knew over a thousand
words (Pilley & Hinzman 2014) and a parrot
(Alex) that could compose word combinations (Pepperberg 1999), both of which were
raised from early ages by human psychologist
caretaker-parents. These various capabilities suggest that animal brains are capable of
symbolic thought and language use, provided
that they are given the kinds of appropriate
early, intensive parental shared attention and
reward that bootstrap language acquisition in
our own human children.
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Semantic disputes and
misconstruals of what
biosemioticians claim

« 7 » Kravchenko’s arguments against
Barbieri and, by extension, other semioticians mainly consist of his disagreements
about the use of specific terms in non-human contexts. They boil down to unproductive rhetorical disagreements about the
meanings of words such as “code,” “language,” and “interpretation” rather than
more substantive disagreements about the
nature of sign-mediated processes in natural vs. artificial, human vs. non-human systems. The criticisms of the code metaphor
(“language is not a code” (§§33, 43), “the
‘genetic code’ is not a language/code”) (§43)
seemingly arise from conflating terms in
biosemiotics with those in linguistics, and
anthropology, that have divergent meanings
(Rączaszek-Leonardi 2012). Obviously, we
cannot assume that speakers from different
scientific disciplines use technical terms the
same ways. Likewise, the term “language” is
not and should not be the exclusive property
of linguists. Each of us should be free to use
terms however we choose, provided they are
clearly defined and consistently used, and
that we grant others the same freedom.
« 8 » The problem goes beyond simple
conflations and confusions. Kravchenko
(§10) insists on his own restrictive standarduse definitions from linguistics and then accuses Barbieri of misusing these terms:
Put in plain English, when somebody utters
“something
like language or code, those who hear
these vocalizations should not experience problems in identifying them as descriptions of something observed in their consensual domain.

”

« 9 » The complaint seems to be that
biosemioticians are using the terms language and code in a manner that he does not
recognize. Expressions like the “language
of dolphins” and “cell language” are either
dismissed as metaphors that should not be
interpreted at face value or held up as incorrect or incoherent phrases because they
use different senses (meanings) of the word
“language” that are different from his. For
example, he says,
Of course, we often use our descriptions meta“phorically,
as when, for want of a better name,

biologists speak, for example, of the ‘language of
dolphins’ or ‘cell language’; however, the system
of communication of dolphins does not become
a language because of that, neither do processes
observed in a cell. (§10)

”

« 10 » What if these phrases are meant in
a non-metaphorical way? Kravchenko does
not appear to acknowledge the possibility
that in speaking that way, the speaker may
not be using metaphor but instead employing a very different sense (meaning, conception) of the word “language.” An ethologist
might define any system of animal communication as a “language,” and a biosemiotician might likewise define any system of
biological signs that switch the internal states
and subsequent behaviors of a cell as a “cell
language” (Pattee & Rączaszek-Leonardi
2012; Rączaszek-Leonardi 2012). One needs
to look at the context of such word usages to
decide the degree to which their mode of use
is metaphorical.
« 11 » Kravchenko also projects onto
Barbieri and other biosemioticians naive,
straw-man beliefs that they do not (consciously or explicitly) appear to hold. I
strongly agree with Kravchenko that interpretation is essential for semiosis, but arguably, no biosemiotician, including Barbieri,
believes that biological coding relations by
themselves, i.e., without “interpretation,” can
have any functional efficacy. Contrary to the
impression that Kravchenko repeatedly gives
us (§13, 18), it is clear that Barbieri is very
much interested in the biological semantics
of genes, i.e., how the genes are interpreted
(Barbieri 2001, 2008, 2015), or in other
words, what they express in terms of phenotypic structures and functions.
« 12 » Likewise, I know of no biosemiotician who theorizes about genetic codes or
neuroscientist who studies neural codes who
holds a “homuncular” view (§§18, 22, 42)
of how these codes operate to switch the respective internal behaviors of cells and nervous systems. The “neural coding problem”
is the problem of identifying which specific
aspects of neural activity (neural signs) subserve specific functions. I have spent decades
working on the neural coding problem for
pitch perception, researching those aspects
of neural firing patterns that enable us to distinguish musical notes of different frequencies (Cariani 2019). Following semiotic us-
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age, I call selected aspects of neural responses
“neural codes” only if they are related to
implementing some identifiable function. I
do agree with Jeremy Sherman (2017; §18)
that some computational neuroscientists use
concepts of “code” and “information” in an
interpretation-free, Shannonian sense, i.e.,
as a set of uninterpreted, semantics- and
pragmatics-less distinctions. Although theirs
is not typical usage, I do not criticize their
choice of terms just because they differ from
mine.
« 13 » Nobody assumes that there is an
entity in the form of a miniature human being that has all the functionalities of an entire
person that is interpreting either a genetic
code or a neural code. The homunculus is
a straw man, a projection that can be easily
knocked down and replaced with something
else. Classical first-order cybernetic goalseeking mechanisms coupled with neural
networks provide straightforward, unmysterious, and non-homuncular accounts of how
purposive behavior is possible in humans,
animals, cells, and non-living systems, and it
is not so difficult to imagine how such feedback control systems could evolve.
« 14 » Several of Kravchenko’s critiques
come directly from Terrence Deacon (2011),
whom he quotes extensively and approvingly. These include not only the homunculus
argument (§§18, 22, 42), but also “constitutive absence” (§ 27) and perceptual absence
(§15, 24, 27, Table 1). I find the absence
concept incoherent and a very peculiar basis for defining what a sign is (Table 1). Although signs can indicate objects and events
that are not immediately sensed by virtue of
linkages to concepts and stored memories,
there is no apparent reason that a sign must
indicate something that is perceptually absent (§§15, 24, 27). (See also Colin McGinn’s
2012 skeptical reaction to Deacon’s concept
of absence.)
« 15 » Chicken-and-egg objections to
emergence of genetic coding systems and of
neural codes (§§16, 27) also appear to come
from Deacon (2011). The chicken-and-egg
argument was traditionally used by creationists against evolutionary explanations for
emergence of new structures and function,
such as hearts, brains, and elaborate, imageforming eyes. The crux of the argument is
that all of the elements in the structure need
to simultaneously appear de novo with the

correct organization in order for any coherent function to ever appear. Kravchenko
similarly claims that the origin of the genetic
code requires simultaneous spontaneous appearance of all of the parts that subserve genetic replication and translation into protein
chains (§16). Although the origins problem
has not yet been solved, theoretical and evolutionary biologists have proposed principles
by which complex order can arise, gradually
and abruptly, through formative, innovative
processes – self-organized dynamics, regenerative cycles and networks, morphogenetic
elaboration, structural duplication, redundancy, symbiogenesis, modularization, and
function change – that can be refined and
stabilized through genetic variation and selection and symbiogenesis (see discussions
in Barbieri 2001, 2015; Pattee & RączaszekLeonardi 2012; Reid 2007; Riedl 1978).

Structuralism and epistemic
constructivism

« 16 » Kravchenko also accuses Barbieri and other biosemioticians of being
realists (§§5f), and structuralists (§§5, 10).
Kravenchko defines external realism thus:
“External realists believe that the world as we
know it exists independently of the knower” (§5). The inclusion of the phrase “as we
know it” seems to imply naive realism. In
Kravchenko’s view, what distinguishes external realism from naive realism or other varieties of realism? Q1 Kravchenko continues to
label Barbieri as a realist, even after he seems
to protest that he is not one (“science is made
of models and models do not coincide with
reality” and “the map is not the territory,”
§32). A plausible, non-realist interpretation
of what Barbieri is saying here is arguably
consistent with the core RC principle that
whereas radical constructivists do not deny
the existence of an external world (i.e., they
are not solipsists), they do absolutely reject
the realist tenet that there can be objectively
true, observer-independent knowledge of it
(Riegler 2001; Glasersfeld 2007b: 97; Cariani
2010: 129). Barbieri may not consider himself to be a radical constructivist, but he does
not appear here to be a naive realist.
« 17 » As for Kravchenko’s attack on
structuralism, he uses “structuralist” and
“Saussurian” as epithets (§§5, 20, 21, 22, 31),
as if we are supposed to already believe these
to be discredited ideas. Structuralism, in its

broadest sense, involves the premise that the
mind has structure (e.g., different sense modalities), whereas the structuralist linguistics
of Saussure holds that linguistic expressions
are organized structures, such that the syntactic, grammatical roles of words are separable from their specific meanings (lexical
semantics). Post-Bloomfield linguistic structuralism, Shannonian information theory,
and Chomskian linguistics in their various
ways focused exclusively on syntactics, eschewing any attempts to study semantics
or pragmatics, i.e., problems of meaning. I
agree that a structuralist linguistics that focused narrowly on syntax and that actively
suppressed study of other aspects of language
greatly hindered linguistics, but a broader
structuralist approach that also includes semantics, pragmatics, affective, and cognitive
processes is both possible and desirable.
« 18 » Structuralist approaches to mind
and language are entirely compatible with
radical constructivism. Jean Piaget was a
structuralist and psychological constructivist, whose epistemology is best understood
as radical constructivist (Glasersfeld 2007a,
2007b). Ernst von Glasersfeld credits Saussure with the insight that meaning is in the
head, and it is constructed through a learning process:
semantics has always been limited
“to Traditional
using words in order to define the meaning of
words. For the rest, it relied on the theory of reference, based on the belief that words refer to things
in an external, speaker independent world. Ferdinand de Saussure […] had already shown […]
that the semantic linkage was not between words
and things, but between the concepts of words and
the concepts of things. Both the signs and what
they signified were wholly within the experiential
world. The illusion of external reference sprang
from the fact that meaning could to a large extent
be considered intersubjective. Concepts were explained as abstractions the speakers of a language
learned to make in the course of their common
experience. (Glasersfeld 2007b: 164)

”

« 19 » Von Glasersfeld pointed to linkages between concepts of words and concepts of things. I think of this in terms of
a bidirectional interplay between a mental
language of thought (a set of non-lexical
concepts) and a mental language of communication (a set of word concepts). I use
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the term “language of thought” advisedly,
and in a non-Fodorian, non-realist sense.
This internal mental language is mediated by a set of neural signals (patterns of
activity) that convey concept distinctions.
When we hear or read a sentence, we first
recognize the words and then interpret the
sentence in terms of our internal language
of thought. This is not a simple coding relation, but the switching of the dynamics
of interacting neural signals. The sentence
coactivates a set of related concepts that
eventually become the interpretation that
we settle on, that in turn alters our mental
state in some way that may modify our subsequent behavior.

Toward a more inclusive semiotics

« 20 » A comprehensive theory of semiotics need not (and should not) be limited
to human language. My theory of semiotics
(Cariani 2011, 2015), what could be called a
systems-semiotics, covers sign-mediated processes in natural and artificial systems, living and nonliving organizations, human and
non-human animals. In my view, a sign is
a distinction that switches the internal state
or external behavior of a system. This notion
of a switching function comes from Howard Pattee’s theory of physical biosemiotics
(Pattee & Rączaszek-Leonardi 2012). Signs
switch dynamics. Their meaning is their
(observable) effect on a system. Interpretation is an unfolding of the sign-switched
dynamics. If “language” is defined as a set of
related sign distinctions and means to read
them out, then the genetic “code” can be regarded as a construction “language” because
it is a set of signs (alternative DNA nucleotide sequences) that reliably switch the behavior of a constructive process. In contrast
to many prevailing conceptions of biosemiotics, a system need not be living, purposive,
conscious, or social in order to be described
in terms of sign-mediated behaviors.
« 21 » In contrast to Kravchenko who
appears to take a social-constructivist view
that all meaning is social and socially determined (meaning is not in the head),
my view is that of psychological and radical constructivism. I hold that individuals
have the autonomy to purposively construct their own private meanings as they
see fit (meaning is in the head), such that
social meanings co-evolve in the minds of
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individuals as they have ongoing, recurrent
interactions with one another. My sense
is that the dissolution of the autonomous,
self-constructing individual observer-actor
as an epistemic subject and its replacement
with a collective, inherently ill-defined social hive mind is fundamentally at odds
with core epistemological tenets of radical
constructivism (Glasersfeld 2007a). As sentient, cognizing individuals who are parts
of a social whole, we cannot ever perceive
the whole itself
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